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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis is shown the implementation of the linearization techniques such as feed-
forward and pre-distortion feedback linearization to suppress the optical components 
nonlinearities caused by the fibre and semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA).  
The simulation verified these two linearization techniques for single tone direct 
modulation, two tone indirect modulation and ultra wideband input to the optical 
fibre. These techniques uses the amplified spontaneously emission (ASE) noise 
reduction in two loops of SOA by a feed-forward and predistortion linearizer and is 
shown more than 6dB improvement. Also it investigates linearization for the SOA 
amplifier to cancel out the third order harmonics or inter-modulation distortion (IMD) 
or four waves mixing. In this project, more than 20 dB reductions is seen in the 
spectral re-growth caused by the SOA. Amplifier non-linearity becomes more severe 
with two strong input channels leading to inter-channel distortion which can 
completely mask a third adjacent channel. The simulations detailed above were 
performed utilizing optimum settings for the variable gain, phase and delay 
components in the error correction loop of the feed-forward and Predistortion systems 
and hence represent the ideal situation of a perfect feed-forward and Predistortion 
system. Therefore it should be consider that complexity of circuit will increase due to 
amplitude, phase and delay mismatches in practical design.   
Also it has describe the compatibility of Software Defined Radio with Hybrid Fibre 
Radio with simulation model of wired optical networks to be used for future research 
investigation, based on the star and ring topologies for different modulation schemes, 
and providing the performance for these configurations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation 
The optical signals require linear processing in modern optical architectures and this 
includes the optical amplifier in the optical link. In addition to linearity, the optical 
amplifier must also be power efficient, and cost efficient. This thesis is shown the 
implementation of the linearization techniques such as Feed-Forward and Pre-
Distortion Feedback linearization to suppress the optical components nonlinearities 
caused by the fibre and semiconductor optical amplifier. Also it describes the 
compatibility of these linearization techniques with multi-standard over fibre with 
simulation model of wired optical networks to be used for future research 
investigation.  The optical networks are based on the star and ring topologies for 
different modulation schemes, and providing the performance for these 
configurations. 
1.2 Research Challenges (contribution) 
 
The most important aspect of this project is based on wired infra structure. Radio over 
Fibre (RoF) provides an excellent link for high bandwidth communication. On the 
other hand, when the wireless link co-exists with the RoF link especially in a multi 
user environment a nonlinear distortion of the RoF link, due to the laser and optical 
amplifier, becomes the primary concern.  
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The project investigates the non-linearity and noise cancellation produced by fibre and 
semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). Two techniques from the electrical domain is 
adapted and applied in the optical domain. The two linearization techniques are 
known as the Feedforward and Predistortion Feedback linearization. These techniques 
are explained in chapter 4.  
These techniques applied for the different RF sources such as continuous wave (CW) 
and ultra wideband (UWB). Also four different modulation schemes based on 
orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) are multiplexed and amplified by 
SOA, then the feedforward linearization technique is applied, which is shown a great 
distortion reduction in chapter 5. The main contribution is shown below with 
dedicated chapter:  
• Acceptable Linearity by harmonic cancellation (chapter 4) 
•  Acceptable Linearity by ASE cancellation (chapter 4) 
• Analogue Feed-Forward linearization for improving linearity in optical 
amplifier (chapter 4) 
• Analogue Predistortion Feedback linearization for improving linearity in 
optical amplifier (chapter 4) 
• Performance of the Multicarrier Signals over Fiber (chapter 5) 
• Analogue Feed-Forward linearization for improving linearity in WDM 
(chapter 5) 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
Chapter 1: This section will give an overview to the project object and also a brief 
description to each chapter. 
Chapter 2: Provides a review of relevant to this research topic. Practically, the 
literature review contains an overview of linearization problem in optical domain as 
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well as a brief description of developed techniques for linearizing the distortion in 
optical domain. Further more research challenges and contributions are mentioned.  
Chapter 3: Provides a theoretical background and an overview of the history and 
definition of SOA, also an explanation to the SOA distortions. The SOA 
characterization is also is explained in this chapter.  
Chapter 4: Main contribution of thesis in this chapter gives an explanation on 
linearization techniques. Laser and SOA cause amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
noise to the signal and also due to using multi wavelengths, four-wave mixing will 
exist. The main aim of this thesis is to investigate linearization of SOA using feed-
forward and predistortion feedback linearization schemes to improve linearity and 
reduce the nonlinear distortion such as noise and four wave mixing cancellation 
associates with SOAs.  
Chapter 5: A Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems has been explained 
in this chapter. In order to ensure full flexibility in the usage and combination of 
current and future radio and fibre optic components, range of possible architectures 
will be considered in this chapter. Different modulation schemes such as binary phase 
shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16 quadrature amplitude 
modulation (16-QAM) and 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (64-QAM) at 3.5 
GHz will be considered, and a wavelength is dedicated for each of them. The 
multiplex wavelength is transmits and sent over fibre. At the receiver following the 
photo detector filters are uses to recover modulated signals. The simulation model is 
mainly based on the star topology. The objective is to design and optimize the 
system’s performance by investigating the effect that the fibre will have on the system 
and compare the results with the linearized signal.  
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Chapter 6: Conclude the thesis and gives further suggestion and discussions for future 
works is mentioned.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 Background and Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction   
Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) systems are widely used for wireless communication 
networks and various linearization techniques have been created to reduce the 
nonlinear distortions generated by the use of semiconductor optical amplifier. 
Wavelength conversion by the four-wave mixing (FWM) effect in SOAs typically has 
a poor efficiency. For practical applications, the signal to background noise ratio 
(SBR) and the wavelength conversion range of an SOA based on FWM converters 
must be considerably improved [1]. The feed-forward technique is superior since it 
offers a large improvement in the third-order inter-modulation (IM3) components and 
reduces intensity noise. Pre-distortion with diodes is a simple approach, but it offers 
little improvement in IM3 components than the feed-forward technique [2]. 
Moreover, these techniques need complex control circuits to handle the temperature 
variation during the operation and these circuits consume a lot of power [3]. There is a 
strong demand for a linearizer that has a simple optical circuit configuration, a simple 
control circuitry, and a large improvement in IM3 components [4]. This thesis mostly 
investigates a RoF system with a feed-forward and predistortion linearizer to suppress 
the FWM and reduce the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise of the system.  
Today, modern communication systems use optical fibre. Hence, it is possible to 
transmit more data at higher data rates and preserve the quality of the signal without 
loss of information. In optical communication systems, digital modulation schemes 
where the information is carried are accessed by various systems such as time division 
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multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA) and orthogonal 
frequency division multiple (OFDM). In optical systems, a wide range of band-width 
can be used for communication; this makes optical communication popular in modern 
communication systems. However, the resulting signal has a high envelope peak-to-
average ratio (crest factor) and linear power amplifiers with high back-off power are 
required in order not to degrade the quality of the signal. Linear power amplifiers that 
have a high back-off power and a high third order intercept point (IP3) give rise to the 
problem of efficiency [5]. In order to increase the linearity performance of the system, 
various linearization techniques such as pre-distortion, envelope elimination and 
restoration, Cartesian feedback, and feed-forward are used. Among these methods, 
feed-forward has a better linearization performance and provides a more wide-band 
stable operation since there is no feedback path whereas it has the limitation of 
efficiency [6]. 
The operation of the feed-forward circuit is based on the subtraction of two equal 
signals with subsequent cancellation of the error signal in the amplifier output 
spectrum, and it contains two cancellation loops. The first loop is the carrier 
cancellation loop, which extracts the distortion products, and the second loop is the 
error cancellation loop, which amplifies the distortion products and subtracts the 
distortion components from the main amplified signal. The amplifier used in this loop 
is called the error amplifier and it must be sufficiently linear in order not to introduce 
extra distortion products. Amplitude, phase, and delay mis-matches are the main 
constraints on the linearization performance of the feed-forward, and its efficiency is 
limited by the third intercept point (IP3) of the main and error amplifiers, losses of the 
couplers and delay compensators. For a complete feed-forward system with two 
power amplifiers and couplers, a similar closed-form expression which relates the 
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linearity performance to the parameters of the linearizer and signal characteristics may 
be required. Using such a tool system parameters can be optimized for optimum 
efficiency and a given linearity performance [5].  
Also for the first time the application of optical predistortion feedback (OPDFB) is 
proposed to linearize the overall optical amplifier response so that spectral re-growth 
of the amplified optical modulated signal can be avoided. There is strong demand for 
a linearizer that has a simple optical circuit configuration, a minimal control circuit, 
and a large improvement in IM3 components. This thesis also investigates a simple 
and low cost method using OPDFB linearization to suppress the FWM and reduce the 
ASE noise due to the semiconductor optical amplifier used in Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) 
systems.  
A promising technique to remove the drawbacks of the RF linearization technique is, 
predistortion (PD). The PD based on error feedback correction is a powerful 
linearization technique because the error correction is insensitive to amplifier 
variations, such as temperature, supply voltage, and device variations, as well as 
nonlinear characteristics of the PA. Among the PD linearization techniques, the 
lookup table (LUT)-based PD has been widely used because it is relatively simple and 
easily implemented to build the inverse function of PAs. In the PD algorithms that 
provide the inverse function of the amplitude and phase distortions (AM/PM) 
generated by the PAs, the basic and most important issue is that the estimation error. 
The difference between the desired and the estimated values, should reach the 
minimum value for a given input signal.  
Most of the work that has been done on the linearization in optical domain were 
applied for laser linearization, to the best knowledge of the author there is no work on 
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optical amplifier using feedforward and predistortion techniques. In this chapter some 
of the works that have been done on laser linearization is presented. 
2.2 Optical Linearization Techniques   
The demonstration of an external modulator was illustrated in [7] using an auxiliary 
externally modulated laser and the second output port of the main balanced bridge 
interferometer (BBI) modulating device in order to derive the error signal. A practical 
implementation of the feedforward method is shown in Fig. 2.1. Gain units and delay 
lines are included, the comparators are realized as a broad-band 180 RF hybrids and 
the optical correction signals are injected by means of fibre-optic couplers. As 
explained below, the auxiliary lasers must be of the distributed feedback laser (DFB) 
type and tuned to a wavelength different from the solid laser wavelength to prevent 
coherent interference, and are driven by their respective RF drivers. 
When a dual output BBI modulator is used as in the figure, feedforward correction 
must be applied to each output separately, doubling the amount of broad-band 
circuitry. In order to take advantage of all available optical power, both output ports 
of the combining couplers are used, thus there are four output fibres, which reduces 
the power per fibre, for a given Nd:YAG laser source. 
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Figure 2.1 Feedforward linearization [7] 
 
Feedforward scheme to eliminate harmonic distortion and reduce laser relative 
intensity noise (RIN) presented in [8] is utilized to meet CATV specifications with 
noisy but low-cost Fabry-Perot lasers. The optical feedforward transmitter consists of 
two loops (Fig.2.2). Loop #1 creates the error signal for linearization. Loop #2 
conditions the error signal and converts it to light. The primary signal and the error 
components are combined and travel down the fibre at slightly different wavelengths. 
To reduce the noise created by optical reflections optical isolators were connected to 
the laser outputs. Without isolators the measured noise was found to be periodic with 
frequency and varied greatly with the quality of optical splices. In loop #1 the input 
signal is split between the primary laser and an RF variable amplitude and delay arm. 
The RF arm consists of a variable delay unit, a delay line and attenuators. The output 
of the primary laser was split through a 50:50 optical coupler between an optical 
receiver and optical delay line. The optical receiver was specially designed to provide 
a broadband a low-noise output signal. A 180 degree phase shift was included with 
the optical receiver. Although the 50:50 optical coupler reduces the available optical 
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power on the network, this isn’t seen as a problem since Fabry-Perot lasers with 
output powers in excess of 25 mW are commercially available. The high coupling 
ratio, on the other hand, was necessary to avoid high amplification ratios for the RF 
amplifiers behind the detector of the first loop. The signals of the optical receiver and 
the variable amplitude and delay were subtracted using a power combiner. The output 
of the power combiner ideally should consist only of nonlinear products and the 
detected noise of the primary laser. The phasor sum at the combiner output includes 
the nonlinear products and the differences in the phase and amplitude of the two arms 
of the loop, the cancellation of the fundamental components is not complete. 
Broadband amplitude and phase matching of the two arms of the loop is not a trivial 
problem and can dramatically limit the performance of the transmitter. 
In loop #2, the error signal passes amplifier and a delay line prior to modulating the 
second laser. A power amplifier is used in the amplitude and phase matching arm (in 
front of laser#2) to minimize the potential for additional distortion. The output of the 
optical delay line and error signal were combined with a 73:27 optical coupler and fed 
into the network. In the test circuit, instead of the network we have connected the 
receiver through a short length of fibre. In this receiver diode the error signal, the 
inverted nonlinear products as well as the inverted noise, and the output of the 
primary laser, the fundamentals plus the nonlinear products and noise of the primary 
laser, are vector summed and ideally cancel. It is demonstrated that an average of l0 
dB noise reduction can be achieved over a frequency range of up to 400 MHz. The 
disadvantage of this technique is to converting the signal twice to optical and back to 
electrical. Also in the second loop laser no 2 has to be linear to achieve acceptable 
noise reduction.   
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Figure 2.2 Optical Feedforward Transmitter [8] 
An amplitude modulation-subcarrier multiplexing (AM-SCM) optical transmitter 
based on external modulation with multi quantum well - electroabsorption (MQW-
EA) modulator has been illustrated in [9]. Figure 2.3 shows the experimental setup 
constructed for 42 channels AM transmission. At the optical splitter (a) one part 
(fractional power ratioα ) of the light output from the modulator is split and after O/E 
conversion, only the error signal (i.e. signal distortion and noise) is output by the 
electrical subtracter (b) as the difference from the original frequency-division-
multiplex (FDM) signal. A DFB laser (the second DFB laser) is modulated by the 
error signal. At the optical coupler (c) the light output is combined (coupled power 
ratio β ) in anti-phase with the main signal light output from the modulator. This 
eliminates the signal distortion in the main signal light. This method is also the same 
as previous one has the same problems. 
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Figure 2.3 The experimental setup for 42 channels AM optical transmitter. TD: 
time delay, ATT: attenuator. Notations of the other symbols are shown in the 
text [9] 
 
Figure 2.4 shows the block diagram of a typical externally modulated fibre-optic 
transmitter with parametric linearity feedback control. The linearizer has an arcsine 
transfer function that is the inverse of the raised cosine transfer function of the 
modulator. The purpose of the local feedback loop is to stabilize the transmitter 
against long term drifts of the modulator bias point or circuit component values. Such 
variations may be caused by thermal drift or device degradation. 
The arcsine circuit presented in [10] generates odd harmonics that cancel those of the 
modulator biased at the quadrature point. Traditionally, such circuits have been 
realized using diodes or bipolar transistors, taking advantage of their exponential 
transfer characteristics to generate odd-order harmonics. Field-effect devices, such as 
CMOS, have been shunned due to inadequate high-frequency trans-linear 
performance and lack of suitable circuit architecture [10].   
Two-tone IMP3 measurement of an experimental fibre-optic link employing the 
linearization circuit shows 14 dB improvement of the link SFDR at 1 GHz from 85 to 
99 dBc/Hz . 
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Figure 2.4 Typical linearized externally modulated fibre-optic transmitter with 
parametric feedback control [10] 
 
Figure 2.5 shows a linearized link illustrated in [11] that uses a commercial lithium 
niobate MZ modulator with a single travelling-wave RF electrode and a single bias 
electrode. The MZ simultaneously modulates two wavelengths, and a wavelength 
division multiplexer (WDM) routes the modulated carriers to separate detectors 
whose outputs are combined in an RF hybrid coupler. 
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Figure 2.5 Two-wavelength broadband linearization architecture Second- and 
third-order distortion are simultaneously minimized by control of the modulator 
bias and the ratio of signal powers carried by the two optical wavelengths [11] 
 
The simulator an ideal predistorter configuration has illustrated in [12]. The circuit 
consists of two parts: a linear part (a time delay line) and a nonlinear part. The latter is 
further on subdivided into second-order and third-order paths. Portions of the RF-
input signal are extracted to feed both the quadratic-law ( )2X and cubic-law ( )3X  
generators. The two generated correction signals, with amplitude and phase suitably 
adjusted through a chain of shaping block, are then recombined with the original 
delayed RF-signal and sent to the laser. In this way the circuit can simultaneously 
compensate second- and third-order distortions. To feed and recombine the linear and 
non-linear paths of the predistorter, 10 dB and 3 dB splitters/combiners have been 
adopted. The ( )2X -device can be realized with a couple of diodes in push-push 
configuration, fed with two 180- degree shifted inputs. To have a large operational 
frequency range a differential amplifier has been used to realize the input 180 degrees 
phase-shift. The ( )3X -device can be also realized with a couple of diodes, but in a 
push-pull configuration and with no input phase-shift. The functionality of the 
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shaping chains is to generate correction signals having the same amplitudes of the 
distortion components generated by the laser, in a frequency range as wide as 
possible. 
To this aim two LNAs have been inserted after the nonlinear generators to adjust the 
amplitude level of the drawn correction signals, which suffer an overall attenuation of 
about 30 dB due to the input and output splitters and combiners; a fine control on the 
amplitude level can be assured by variable attenuators. Also a fine phase-adjustment 
stage, to match the laser harmonic phase variations, has been inserted in both the non-
linear paths. Finally, frequency-tilt shaping networks have been implemented to let 
the correcting signals match the laser HD2 and HD3 curves in the whole operational 
band. 
2X
3X φ
φ
 
Figure 2.6 pre-distorter schematic [12] 
 
The down-conversion and simultaneous linearization of microwave frequency signals 
using photonic in-phase and quadrature detection with digital demodulation has 
illustrated in [13]. Suppression of third-order inter-modulation products by 20 dB is 
obtained. 
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Figure 2.7 illustrates the experimental test system. A two-tone microwave test signal 
is generated by combining the outputs from two independent frequency synthesizers. 
Typically, test frequencies f1, f2, in the vicinity of 10 GHz have been used, although 
the technique has demonstrated up to 18 GHz. The two microwave signal paths are 
isolated to ensure that any spurious inter-modulation products are suppressed by >80 
dB. The two-tone signal is applied to the optical carrier via a broadband phase 
modulator. The second phase modulator, which is used to apply the microwave down-
conversion reference frequencies. Two frequencies are used: The first, referred to as 
the ½LO, is at approximately half the frequency of the test signals to be down-
converted and is generated directly by a microwave frequency synthesizer at 20f . 
The second, 0f  referred to as the local oscillator (LO), is obtained by doubling the 
½LO and amplifying. Variable attenuators and a variable delay are provided for 
optimizing the down-conversion efficiency. 
The I/Q demodulated power spectrum is nearly distortion-product free with a signal-
to-spur ratio improvement of approximately 20dB. However, there is external LO 
circuitry required for this technique. 
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Figure 2.7 Experimental test link, consisting of a homodyne interferometer 
configured for optical quadrature (Q) and in-phase (I) outputs for digital 
linearization. Full I/Q photonic down conversion of the phase-modulated X-band 
test signals is implemented via simultaneous phase modulation at a nearby 
reference frequency ( )GHzf 100 ≈ and its first sub-harmonic [13] 
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The linearization technique with the capability to support baseband transmission is 
schematically shown in Fig. 2.8 and illustrated in [14], and is based on the removal of 
the optical components in the vicinity of the optical carrier generated from the optical 
single sideband with carrier (OSSB+C) modulator. The optical carrier is split into two 
paths: one where the OSSB+C signal is generated, and the other remaining un-
modulated. At the output of the modulator, the optical carrier and the nearby 
components are removed using a narrowband fibre Bragg grating (FBG). 
The filtered signals are then recombined with the optical carrier from the other path 
with its phase and amplitude adjusted to optimize the received signals. The optical 
carrier removed from the top arm can be re-used to transmit baseband data for serving 
other access networks such as passive optical networks (PONs). A proof-of-concept 
experiment was carried out based on Fig.2.8 for the transmission of three unequally 
spaced RF tones at 27.5, 27.505 and 27.52 GHz, and a baseband data at 2.5 Gb/s. 
Experimental results is shown more than 9 dB improvement in the carrier to 
interference ration of the three tone RF signals with simultaneous error free 2.5 Gb/s 
baseband transmission. The carrier re-use scheme is quantified as a function of total 
RF channels, amplitude and channel spacing. It is found that as the number of RF 
channels increases at a fixed total input RF power, the baseband performance 
improves with RF channel spacing. But the improvement is not high enough on this 
technique; it must be more than 20 dB IMD reduction to consider it as a high 
performance linearization technique. 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic of proposed linearization technique with simultaneous 
baseband transmission [14] 
 
2.3 Summary   
This chapter has described the optical linearization techniques, which they are mostly 
applied to the laser. The demonstration of an external modulator was illustrated using 
an auxiliary externally modulated laser and the second output port of the main BBI 
modulating device in order to derive the error signal. In order to take advantage of all 
available optical power, both output ports of the combining couplers were used, thus 
there are four output fibres, which reduces the power per fibre. Feedforward scheme 
to eliminate harmonic distortion and reduce laser RIN presented is utilized to meet 
CATV specifications with noisy but low-cost Fabry-Perot lasers. The disadvantage of 
this technique is to converting the signal twice to optical and back to electrical.  An 
AM-SCM optical transmitter based on external modulation with MQW-EA modulator 
has been illustrated. The externally modulated fibre-optic transmitter with parametric 
linearity feedback control has also been illustrated. Then the linearizer that has an 
arcsine transfer function which is the inverse of the raised cosine transfer function of 
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the modulator. Field-effect devices, such as CMOS, have been shunned due to 
inadequate high-frequency trans-linear performance and lack of suitable circuit 
architecture. Next the down-conversion and simultaneous linearization of microwave 
frequency signals using photonic in-phase and quadrature detection with digital 
demodulation was illustrated. The I/Q demodulated power spectrum is nearly 
distortion-product free with a signal-to-spur ratio improvement of approximately 
20dB. However, there is external LO circuitry required for this technique. Finally the 
linearization technique with the capability to support baseband transmission was 
shown schematically, and is based on the removal of the optical components in the 
vicinity of the optical carrier generated from the OSSB+C modulator. But the 
improvement is not high enough on this technique; it must be more than 20 dB IMD 
reduction to consider it as a high performance linearization technique. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
All lasers act as amplifiers close to but before reaching threshold, and semiconductor 
lasers are no exemption. Indeed, research on SOAs started soon after the invention of 
semiconductor lasers in 1962. However, it was only during the 1980s that SOAs were 
developed for practical applications, motivated largely by the lightwave systems [15]-
[19]. Although, with the advent of the doped-fibre and Raman amplifiers, SOAs are 
rarely used for fibre-loss compensation in lightwave systems, they are often used for 
signal processing. This section focuses on the characteristics of SOAs and their 
applications. 
3.2 Amplifier Design 
Optical amplifier without feedback is called travelling-wave (TW) amplifier, which 
emphasize that the amplified signal travels in the forward direction only. 
Semiconductor lasers can be used as amplifiers when biased below threshold, but 
multiple reflections at the facets must be included. Such amplifiers are called Fabry 
Perot FP amplifiers. The amplification factor is obtained by using the standard theory 
of FP interferometers and is given by [39]: 



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−+−
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Where 1R  and 2R  are the facet reflectivities, mv  represents the cavity-resonance 
frequencies given by piβ mL 22 = or Lnmcvv m
−
== 2 , and Lv∆ is the longitudinal-
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mode spacing, or the free spectral range, of the FP cavity. The single-pass 
amplification factor )exp(gLG = corresponds to that of a travelling wave (TW) 
amplifier when gain saturation is negligible; FPG  reduces to G  when 021 == RR . 
The amplifier bandwidth is determined by the sharpness of the FP resonance. One can 
calculate the amplifier bandwidth from the detuning mvv − for which GFP drops by 3 
dB from its peak value. The result is given by [39]: 
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       (3.2) 
To achieve a large amplification factor, 21RRG should be quite close to 1. As seen 
from Eq. (3.2), the amplifier bandwidth is a small fraction of the free spectral range of 
the FP cavity (typically, GHzvL 100≈∆ and GHzvA 10<∆ ). Such a small bandwidth 
makes FP amplifiers unsuitable for most lightwave systems. 
Travelling-wave operation of SOAs can be realized if the reflection feedback from the 
end facets is suppressed. A simple way to reduce the reflectivity is to coat both facets 
with an antireflection coating. However, the residual reflectivity of the coated facet 
must be extremely small (<0.1%) for an SOA to act as a travelling-wave amplifier. 
Furthermore, the minimum reflectivity depends on the amplifier gain itself. One can 
estimate that the minimum reflectivity depends on the amplifier gain itself. The 
tolerable value of the facet reflectivity can be estimates by considering the maximum 
and minimum values of FPG  from Eq. (3.1) near a cavity resonance. It is easy to 
verify that their ratio is given by: 
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If G∆ exceeds 3 dB, the amplifier bandwidth is set by the activity resonances rather 
than by the gain spectrum. To keep 2<∆G , the facet reflectivities should satisfy the 
condition: 
17.021 <RRG         (3.4) 
                           
Tilted facet
Antireflection
coating
 
                              (a) 
Transparent region
Antireflection
coating
Facet
 
                              (b) 
Figure 3.1 (a) Tilted-stripe, and (b) buried-facet structures for nearly TW 
semiconductor optical amplifiers 
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It is customary to characterize the SOA as a TW amplifier when Eq. (3.4) is satisfied. 
An SOA designed to provide a 30-dB amplification factor (G=1000) should have 
facet reflectivities such that 421 107.1
−×<RR      
Considerable effort is required to produce antireflection coatings with reflectivities 
less than 0.1%. Even then, it is difficult to obtain low facet reflectivities in a 
predictable and regular manner. For this reason, alternative techniques have been 
developed to reduce the reflection feedback in SOAs. In one method, the active region 
stripe is tilted for the facet normal, as shown in Fig.3.1 (a). Such a structure is referred 
to as the angle-facet or tilted-stripe structure [20]. The reflected beam at the facet is 
physically separated from the forward beam because of the angled facet. Some 
feedback can still occur, as the optical mode spreads beyond the active region in all 
semiconductor laser devices. In practice, the combination of an antireflection coating 
and the tilted stripe can produce reflectivities below 10-3 (as small as 10-4 with design 
optimization). In an alternative scheme shown in Fig.3.1 (b), a transparent region is 
inserted between the active the active-layer ends and the facets [21], where optical 
beam spreads before arriving at the semiconductor-air interface. The reflected beam 
spreads even further on the return trip and does not couple much light into the thin 
active layer. Such a structure is called buried-facet or window facet structure and has 
provided reflectivities as small as 10-4 when used in combination with antireflection 
coatings. 
3.3 Amplifier Characteristics 
The amplification factor of SOAs is given by Eq. (3.1). Its frequency dependence 
results mainly from the frequency dependence of )(vG , when condition (3.4) is 
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satisfied. The measured amplifier gain exhibits ripples reflecting the effects of 
residual facet reflectivities.  
To discuss gain saturation, the carrier rate equation is used and given by [39]: 
GPN
qdt
dN
c
−−=
τ
1
        (3.5) 
 Expressing the photon number in terms of the optical power, this equation can be 
written as: 
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where Cτ  is the carrier lifetime, gσ  is the differential gain,  mσ  is the cross-sectional 
area of the waveguide mode, and the 0N  is the value of N  required at transparency. 
The carrier population N  changes with injection current I  and the signal power P . 
In the case of a CW beam or pulses much longer than Cτ , the steady-state value of N  
is obtained by setting 0=dtdN in Eq. (3.5). When the solution is substituted in net 
rate of stimulated emission G the optical gain is found to saturate as: 
sPP
g
g
+
=
1
0
         (3.7) 
where the small-signal gain 0g  is given by: 
( )( )00 NqIVg Cg −Γ= τσ        (3.8) 
And the saturation power SP is defined as: 
( )CmmS hvP τσσ=         (3.9) 
Typical values of SP  are in the range of 5-10 mW. 
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The noise figure nF  of SOAs is larger than the minimum value of 3 dB for several 
reasons. The dominant contribution comes from the spontaneous-emission factor (or 
population-inversion factor) SPn , which is obtained from: 
( )122 NNNnsp −=       (3.10) 
where 1N  and 2N  are the atomic populations for the ground state and excited states 
respectively. 
After replacing 2N  and 1N  by N  and 0N , respectively in Eq.(3.10), an additional 
contribution, results from internal losses (such as free-carrier absorption or scattering 
loss), which reduce the available gain from g to intα−g . The noise figure can be 
written as [17]: 
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Typical values of nF  for SOAs fall in the range of 5-7 dB. 
3.4 Practical Issues 
Although SOAs were used before 1990 for compensating fibre losses in optical 
communication systems [22], they suffer from several drawbacks that make their use 
as in-line amplifiers impractical. A few among them are polarization sensitivity, inter-
channel crosstalk, a relatively high noise figure, and large coupling losses occurring 
as the signal is coupled into and out of an SOA. For this reason, they have been rarely 
used commercially for this purpose. This may however change as SOAs also being 
pursued for metropolitan-area networks as a low-cost alternative to fibre amplifiers. 
We focus on the undesirable features of SOAs in this subsection. 
An undesirable characteristic of SOAs is their polarization sensitivity. The amplifier 
gain G  differs for the TE and TM modes by as much as 5-8 dB simply because 
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bothG and gσ are different for the two orthogonally polarized mode. This feature 
makes the amplifier gain sensitive to the polarization state of the input beam, a 
property undesirable for lightwave systems in which the state of polarization changes 
with propagation along the fibre (unless fibres are used). Several schemes have been 
devised to reduce the polarization sensitivity [21], [23]-[27]. In one scheme, the 
amplifier is designed such that the width and the thickness of the active region are 
comparable. Again difference of less than 1.3 dB between TE and TM polarizations 
has been realized by making the active layer 0.26 mµ  thick and 0.4 mµ  wide [21]. 
Another scheme makes use of a large-optical-cavity structure; a gain difference of less 
than 1 dB has been obtained with such a structure [23]. 
Several other schemes reduce the polarization sensitivity by using two amplifiers or 
two passé through the same amplifier. Figure 3.2 shows three such configurations. In 
Figure 3.2 (a), the TE-polarized signal in one amplifier becomes TM-polarized in the 
second amplifier, and vice versa. If both amplifiers have identical gain characteristics, 
the twin amplifier configuration provides signal gain that is independent of signal 
polarization. A drawback of the series configuration is that residual facet reflectivities 
lead to mutual coupling between the two amplifiers. In the parallel configuration 
shown in Figure 3.2 (b), the incident signal is split into a TE- and a TM-polarized 
signal, each of which is amplified by separate amplifiers. The amplified TE and TM 
signals are then combined to produce the amplified signal with the same polarization 
as that of the input beam [24]. The double-pass configuration of Figure 3.2 (c) passes 
the signal through the same amplifier twice, but the polarization is rotated by 
o90 between the two passes [25]. Since the amplified signal propagates in the 
backward direction, a 3-dB fibre coupler is needed to separate it from the incident 
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signal. Despite a 6-dB loss occurring at the fibre coupler 3dB for the input signal and 
3dB for the amplified signal), this configuration provides high gain from a single 
amplifier, as the same amplifier supplies gain on the two passes. 
Although SOAs can be used to amplify several channels simultaneously, they suffer 
from a fundamental problem related to their relatively fast response. Ideally, the 
signal in each channel should be amplified by the same amount.  
Amplifiers
 
Polarization
beam splitter
 
                                  (a)                                                            (b) 
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Figure 3.2 Three configurations used to reduce the polarization sensitivity of 
semiconductor optical amplifiers: (a) twin amplifiers in series; (b) twin 
amplifiers in parallel; and (c) double pass through a single amplifier 
  
In practice, several nonlinear phenomena in SOAs induce inter-channel crosstalk, an 
undesirable feature that should be minimized for practical lightwave systems. Two 
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such nonlinear phenomena are cross-gain saturation and four-wave-mixing (FWM). 
Both of them originate from the stimulated-emission term in Eq. (3.6). In the case of 
multi-channel amplification, the power P  in this equation is replaced with:  
( )
2
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..exp
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M
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ω       (3.12) 
Where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate, M is the number of channels, 
`jA is the 
amplitude, and jω is the carrier frequency of the j th channel. Because of the coherent 
addition of individual channel fields, Eq. (3.12) contains time-dependent terms 
resulting from beating of the signal in different channels, that is: 
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Where ( )jjj iPA φexp= was assumed together with kjjk ωω −=Ω . When Eq. 
(3.13)) is substituted in Eq. (3.6), carrier population is also found to oscillate at the 
beat frequency jkΩ . Since the gain and the refractive index both depend on N , they 
are also modulated at the frequency jkΩ ;such a modulation creates gain index 
gratings, which induce inter-channel crosstalk by scattering a part of the signal from 
one channel to another. This phenomenon can also be viewed as FWM [28]. FWM 
can occur even for widely spaced channels through intra-band nonlinearities [29] 
occurring at fast time scales (<1 ps). 
The origin of cross-gain saturation is also evident from Eq. (3.13). The first term on 
the right side shows that the power P in Eq. (3.7) should be replaced by the total 
power in all channels. Thus, the gain of a specific channel is saturated not only by its 
own power but also by the power of neighbouring channels, a phenomenon known as 
cross-gain saturation. The cross-gain saturation is undesirable in WDM systems since 
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the amplifier gain changes with time, depending on the bit pattern of neighbouring 
channels. As a result, the amplified signal appears to fluctuate more or less randomly. 
Such fluctuations degrade the effective SNR at the receiver. The inter-channel 
crosstalk occurs for any channel spacing or the modulation format. It can be avoided 
by reducing the channel powers so that the SOA operates in the unsaturated regime 
[30]-[33]. 
3.5 SOA as a Nonlinear Device   
The same nonlinear effects that limit the usefulness of SOAs in lightwave systems as 
an optical amplifier also render them quite useful for nonlinear signal processing 
(while amplifying the signal simultaneously). SOAs can be used for all-optical 
switching, FWM, wavelength conversion, and logic operations, and thus constitute an 
important active component of lightwave technology [34]-[37]. SOAs are not only 
extremely compact (active volume 31mm< ), they can also be integrated 
monolithically with other devices on the same chip. Since they additionally provide 
amplification, SOAs allow features such as fan-out and cascadability, both of which 
are general requirements for large-scale photonic circuits. 
The most important feature of SOAs is that they exhibit a strong carrier-induced third 
nonlinearity with effective values of Wcmn 292 10
−
≈  [38] that are seven orders of 
magnitude larger than that of silica fibres. Although this nonlinearity does not respond 
on a femto second time scale, it is fast enough that it can be used to make devices 
operating at bit rate as fast as 40 sGb . The origin of this nonlinearity lies in gain 
saturation and the fact that any change in the carrier density affects not only the 
optical gain but also the refractive index within the active region of an SOA. 
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A simple way to understand the nonlinear response of an SOA is to consider what 
happens when a short optical pulse is launched into it. The amplitude ( )tzA ,  of the 
pulse envelope inside the SOA evolves as [38]: 
( )gAi
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+
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∂ 1
2
11
       (3.14) 
where gv  is the group velocity, g is the gain, and carrier-induced index changes are 
included through the line-width enhancement factor cβ . The time dependence of g is 
governed by Eq. (3.6), which can be written in simple form, as: 
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Where the saturation energy satE is defined as: 
( )gmsat hvE σσ=         (3.16) 
and 0g is given by Eq. (3.8). Typically, pJEsat 1≈ . 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) govern amplification of optical pulses in SOAs. They can 
be solved analytically for pulses whose duration is short compared with the carrier 
lifetime ( )Cp ττ 〈〈 . The first term on the right side of Eq. (3.15) can then be neglected 
during pulse amplification. By introducing the reduced time gvzt −=τ together 
with ( )φiPA exp= , Eqs, (3.14) and (3.15) can be written as [38]: 
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Equation (3.17) can easily be integrated over the amplifier length L to yield: 
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[ ],)(exp)()( τττ hPP inout =  
Where )(τinP is the input power and )(τh is the total integrated gain defined as:  
,),()(
0∫=
L
dzzgh ττ         (3.20) 
If Eq. (3.19) is integrated over the amplifier length after replacing 
gP by zP ∂∂ , )(τh satisfied [23]: 
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Equation (3.21) can easily be solved to obtain )(τh . The amplification factor )(τG is 
related to )(τh as )exp(hG = and is given by: 
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Where 0G is the unsaturated amplifier gain and ∫
∞−
=
τ
τττ dPE in )()(0 is the partial 
energy of the input pulse defined such that )(0 ∞E equals the input pulse energy inE . 
The solution (3.22) shows that the amplifier gain is different for different parts of the 
pulse. The leading edge experiences the full gain 0G   as the amplifier is not yet 
saturated. The trailing edge experiences the least gain since the whole pulse has 
saturated the amplifier gain. As seen from Eq. (3.22), gain saturation leads to a time-
dependent phase shift across the pulse. This phase shift is found by integrating Eq. 
(3.18) over the amplifier length and is given by: 
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Since the pulse modulates its own phase through gain saturation, this phenomenon is 
referred to as saturation-induced self-phase modulation [37]. The frequency chirp is 
related to the phase derivative as: 
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where Eq. (3.21) was used. 
Self-phase modulation and the associated frequency chirp are similar to the 
phenomena that occur when an optical pulse propagates through a fibre. 
Just as in optical fibres, the spectrum of the amplified pulse broadens and contains 
several peaks of different amplitudes [39].  
3.6 Summary 
A brief introduction to SOA was discussed in this chapter. Semiconductor optical 
amplifiers are amplifiers which use a semiconductor to provide the gain medium.    
These amplifiers have a similar structure to Fabry-Perot laser diodes but with anti-
reflection design elements at the end faces. Also the amplifier characteristic and 
practical issues, such as non-linearities and FWM were explained. SOAs can be used 
for all-optical switching, FWM, wavelength conversion, and logic operations, and 
thus constitute an important active component of lightwave technology.  
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CHAPTER 4 
Optical Linearization Technique  
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Actual and incipient communication systems require higher linear amplification in 
their transmitters. The aim of this chapter lies in compilation and description of the 
linearization technique. The three major linearization techniques in electrical domain 
are explained. Then the implementation of the Feedforward and Predistortion 
linearization techniques is illustrated in optical domain. It is shown the linearization of 
the semiconductor optical amplifier distortion, such as ASE and FWM cancellation. 
Contrary to expectations, linearization techniques are not as novel as they seem to be. 
In fact, some of them were proposed before the transistor was used as an amplifier 
device, mainly in analogue AM broadcasting. 
In recent years, the need for higher efficiency has resulted in specific efforts to best 
use the electromagnetic spectrum. The quest for higher efficiency involved high linear 
amplification and consequently, efficiency reductions. This has culminated in an 
ongoing research on linearization techniques focused on higher frequencies, 
bandwidths and efficiency rates. 
The classification of linearization techniques, according to one of the most 
generalized tendency, can be divided into two groups. In the first group an input 
signal is amplified while distortion components are generated. The aim of these 
techniques is to cancel distortion by modifying the input signal or directly subtracting 
it from the output signal.  
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These linearization techniques are: 
• Feedback 
• Pre-distortion 
• Feed-forward 
4.2 Feedback Linearization 
4.2.1 RF Feedback 
This technique is based on the standard feedback scheme used in low frequency 
amplification and control systems (Fig.4.1). The gain G of the system defined in terms 
of the main amplifier A and the feedback gain B  is given as: 
BA
AG
+
=
1
        (4.1) 
In the feedback loop distortion reduces with the gain factor, so a trade-off must be 
made between them. 
B
iV
0BV−
oV
 
Figure 4.1 Feedback basic architecture 
 
One of the inherent disadvantages of this technique is the stability, so it is impossible 
to assure a proper functionality against component aging. Another disadvantage is the 
bandwidth reduction due to the feedback loop delay. These limitations initiated the 
emergence of new architectures based on the same concept, but comparing the low 
frequency signals instead of the RF signal. Those new techniques require 
demodulation of the amplified signal, so the implementation is more complicated. 
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4.2.2 Envelope Feedback 
This linearization technique corrects the amplitude distortion of the output signal and 
compensates the gain variation of the main amplifier. As shown in Fig.4.2, both input 
and output are detected and compared using a differential amplifier that 
simultaneously the output of which is used to control the main amplifier. 
 
Figure 4.2 Envelope feedback architecture 
 
To reduce instabilities and distortion the peak detectors must have a high dynamic 
range and a bandwidth twice that of amplified signal. 
This technique improves the output amplitude but at the cost of increased phase error, 
thus is usually used with linear amplifiers. 
4.2.3 Envelope and Phase Feedback 
As the name suggests, phase unbalances are also rectified, though precision and 
bandwidth requirements are still mandatory see Fig.4.3. 
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θ
 
Figure 4.3 Envelope and phase feedback architecture 
4.2.4 Polar Loop 
The Polar Loop is an alternative technique for both amplitude and a phase adjustment 
that uses intermediate frequency (IF) instead of the RF signal (Fig.4.4). 
In this case, the phase and amplitude of the input and output signals are compared. 
Amplitude is used to adjust AGC while phase comparison is employed to control a 
voltage control oscillator (VCO). 
The linearity characteristics of these feedback amplifiers are good. However, the 
design and the component selection are critical because of their influence on the 
frequency conversion process, the linearity performance and the unbalances of the 
signal comparators [40]. 
The bandwidth of the differential amplifiers is also critical. The output phase detector 
bandwidth must be 5 to 10 times higher than the bandwidth of the envelope detector. 
Otherwise, distortion components will be outside the phase detector range, therefore 
will be impossible to carry out subtraction. 
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Figure 4.4 Polar loop architecture 
4.2.5 Cartesian Loop 
The Cartesian Loop developed by Petrovic and Smith [1], but, It was not an 
interesting linearization technique until the digital systems were developed and the 
I/Q baseband signals were digitally generated. Nowadays, this technique is suitable 
for single carrier applications and is the most promising of all Feedback techniques 
[41-44]. The basic scheme is shown in Fig.4.5, where there is no comparison between 
the input and output amplitude and phase magnitudes, but output signal demodulation 
results in a critical step such as stability that must be carefully done. The input signal 
is required in in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) format. This is applied to a summing 
amplifier (usually known as the ‘error amplifier’) where it is compared to the 
feedback signal. The output of the ‘error amplifier’ is applied to an up-converter to 
generate an RF signal that is then amplified by a power amplifier. A sample of the 
output of the amplifier is taken, generally using a directional coupler; this is down-
converted and applied to the error amplifier. This forms the closed loop system, such 
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that as long as the feedback path does not introduce distortion, the system will attempt 
to correct the signal at the output to match the I/Q input signal applied to the error 
amplifier. 
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Figure 4.5 Cartesian loop architecture 
 
Despite the implementation difficulties, the Cartesian Loop technique is widely 
standardized, among other things, owing to the low production costs. The 
linearization improvement depends on the gain and bandwidth characteristics of the 
differential amplifiers and, above all, on the linearity of the demodulator device. The 
Application Specific Integration Circuits (ASIC) developed for Feedback amplifiers 
open up new possibilities in the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) field. Despite the 
increase of production costs, DSP based devices allow the use of simultaneous 
linearization techniques, i.e., Cartesian Loop together with Predistortion techniques, 
improving the overall linearity. 
Ideally, this technique achieves 20 dB to 45 dB cancellation levels of the inter-
modulation with 35% to 65% efficiency rates. Really, those values get worse as the 
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signal bandwidth achieves, theoretically, a 20 dB distortion cancellation. This is the 
reason that this technique is not suitable for wideband signals and it is usually used in 
TDMA and FDMA narrow band single carrier applications. 
4.3 Predistortion Linearization 
The Predistortion linearization technique, as it name suggests, modifies the input 
signal according to the non linearity characteristics of the main amplifier transfer 
function. The basic architecture is shown in Fig.4.6. 
 
Figure 4.6 Predistortion architecture 
 
The open loop architecture turns the Predistortion technique into an unconditionally 
stable system. The input signal can be predistorted in a constant way or dynamically 
with feedback loops. The former is, though much simpler, but ineffective against 
environmental changes and aging effects. 
In the next subsections, three particular Predistortion techniques are summarized: 
• RF Predistortion 
• Envelope Predistortion 
• Baseband Predistortion 
4.3.1 RF Predistortion 
This technique is regularly used in high power amplifiers [45] and often together with 
other linearization techniques. It entails inserting one or more nonlinear devices 
Predistortion devices-between the input signal and the main amplifier Fig.4.6. The 
transfer function of the distortion signal of the Predistortion device must be exactly 
opposite to the transfer function of the distortion signal of the main amplifier. As a 
result, the total gain of the distortion components will be 0 dB, see Fig.4.7. This 
technique uses constant Predistortion factors, so the main amplifier transfer function 
must be thoroughly characterized. Alternatively, new dynamic adjustment methods 
have been proposed [46] avoiding the influence of aging and environmental effects. 
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Simple analogue Predistortion devices are used for correction of the third order inter-
modulation products. To deal with several inter-modulation orders (5, 7…), more 
complex devices should be developed [47]. 
4.3.1.1 Simple Analogue Predistortion 
The simple analogue Predistortion technique avoids only the third order inter-
modulation products using linear components as Predistortion devices. Initially, 
different configurations were used only with diodes and resistances, but in the course 
of the years new improvements have appeared based on field effect transistors [48]. 
 
Figure 4.7 Gain factor of the inter-modulation product after predistortion 
 
One nonlinear device is shown in Fig 4.8. A nonlinear transfer function with the odd 
distortion components is given by:  
...
5
5
3
31 +++= inininnl vavavaV        (4.2) 
The transfer function of the Predistortion device must have only the nonlinear terms 
of the power amplifier transfer function. One of the architectures used in the 
subtraction of the linear term 1a  should be eliminated. 
inref vaV 1−=          (4.3) 
...
5
5
3
3 ++= ininout vavaV         (4.4) 
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Figure 4.8 Linear component subtraction from a nonlinear device 
 
Figure 4.9 shows a solution proposed by [49] that completely cancels the third order 
distortion generated by the main amplifier. 
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Figure 4.9 Simple analogue predistortion architecture 
 
Despite the low production costs, this technique has three important disadvantages, 
[50]: the AM-PM conversion is worsened, the input power must be constant and the 
frequency response is narrowband. These disadvantages have caused the irruption of 
the Compound Predistortion. 
4.3.1.2 Compound Predistortion 
The Compound Analogue Predistortion subtracts all the distortion compounds 
( ),..., 53 aa  separately [51]. Usually, feedback controllers are used to adjust phase and 
amplitude in order to reduce distortion components. The production costs and the 
implementation complexity are high, and furthermore, the frequency dependency 
prevents linearizing wideband signals. 
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4.3.2 Envelope Predistortion  
The Envelope Predistortion technique consists of dynamically changing the input 
signal phase and amplitude parameters, by means of variable attenuators and phase 
shifters, in order to compensate for the distortion caused by the main amplifier 
(Fig.4.10 and Fig.4.11) [50]. 
θ
 
Figure 4.10 Envelope predistortion with analogue or DSP controller 
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Figure 4.11 Envelope predistortion with a LUT controller 
 
Analogue controllers, DSP and look up table (LUT) are used in this linearization 
technique [52]. The implementation complexity is low and the distortion is reduced by 
5 to 15 dB. On the other hand, the system bandwidth is limited by the control 
frequency, necessarily 10 times greater than the modulator frequency [53].  
4.3.3 Baseband Predistortion 
The Baseband Predistortion techniques, as its name suggests, use the input baseband 
signals instead of the RF signals. Three Baseband Predistortion techniques are the 
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most developed: Mapping Predistortion, Complex Gain Predistortion and Analogue 
Predistortion [54-56]. The Mapping Predistortion techniques uses a large look up 
table (LUT) in order to distort the original I/Q signals and a DSP to consider the 
memory effects of the main amplifier [56]. Despite the inherent advantages of this 
technique, its adaptability directly depends on the memory required for dynamic 
control [56, 57]. 
Open loop and adaptive architectures having 25 dB cancellation levels have been 
achieved in some cases; see Fig.4.12 and Fig.4.13 [58]. The digital signal processor 
contains the signal separation and the complex weighting functions. These may be 
constructed in many ways, depending upon the amplifier model chosen (e.g., AM-
AM, AM-PM, with or without memory, or combinations of these), but are typically 
formed from look-up tables of complex weighting coefficients at various amplitude 
levels (for each of the quadrature channels). The look-up tables are accessed by an 
algorithm which receives as its input the fed-back down converted RF output from the 
power amplifier. The coefficients in the look-up tables may then updated in the 
difference between this down converted signal and the input signal.  
( )tωcos
( )tωsin
 
Figure 4.12 Open loop digital baseband predistortion architecture 
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Figure 4.13 Adaptive digital baseband predistortion architecture 
 
The Complex Gain Predistortion technique is derived from the mapping Predistortion 
technique with reduced requirement for memory used at the control stage. In this case 
only the amplitude of the input signal is used instead of the I/Q signals, reducing the 
memory requirement and increasing the computational cost [55]. 
On the other hand, the Analogue Baseband Technique uses analogue circuitry, 
sometimes controlled by DSP in the Predistortion stage. The theoretical bandwidth of 
this architecture could be considered a wideband in comparison to all other 
Predistortion techniques, limited by the DSP frequencies. The Baseband Predistortion 
techniques are easily implementable, low cost, and can be used in some wideband 
applications [59], but the I/Q signals must be available and the cancellation levels do 
not adequate. 
4.4 Feedforward Linearization  
This technique was developed by H. S. Black in 1928 [60], also developed by him in 
1937. The Feedback technique in not unconditionally stable and the distortion 
cancellation is limited. The Feedforward technique however is unconditionally stable 
and the distortion introduced by the main amplifier can be, theoretically, completely 
subtracted. On the other hand, the Feedforward technique requires precise phase and 
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gain adjustment, making the implementation really complicated. This was the reason 
the Feedforward technique disappeared into obscurity in favour of the well-known 
Feedback technique. 
With the evolution of technology, the frequency and bandwidth requirements began 
increasing; highlighting the feedback limitations and generating renewed interest in 
the feedforward technique. Feedforward became the most developed linearization 
scheme and was used in audio systems, cable television and RF applications. The 
basic Feedforward architecture is shown in Fig.4.14. The scheme consists of two 
cancellation loops. The first loop samples the amplified signal from the main 
amplifier output and extracts those distortion components from the main signal [63]. 
This linearization technique is open loop and unconditionally stable, so theoretically 
suitable for any wideband application. High cancellation levels (33 dB) are reported 
of the third order inter-modulation products with the two tone procedure [64], 
depending on bandwidth and frequency parameters.  
The input signal is split to form two identical paths, although the ratio used in the 
splitting process need not be equal. The signal in the top path is amplified by the main 
power amplifier and the non-linearities in this amplifier result in inter-modulation and 
harmonic distortions being added to the original signal. Noise is also added by the 
main amplifier, although this is generally neglected in most applications. The 
directional coupler, C1, takes a sample of the main amplifier signal and feeds it to the 
subtracter (C3, 180 degree) where a time delayed portion of the original signal, 
present in the lower path, is subtracted. The result of this subtraction process is an 
error signal containing substantially the distortion information from the main 
amplifier; ideally none of the original signal energy would remain. The error signal is 
then amplified linearly to the required level to cancel the distortion in the main path 
and fed to the output coupler. The main path signal through coupler, C1, is time 
delayed by an amount approximately equal to the delay through the error amplifier, 
A2, and fed to the output coupler in anti-phase to the amplified error signal. The error 
signal will then reduce the distortion information of the main path signal leaving 
substantially an amplified version of the original input signal 
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Figure 4.14 Basic feedforward architecture 
 
4.5 Feedforward Linearization in Optical Domain 
Today, modern communication systems use optical fibre. Hence, it is possible to 
transmit more data at higher data rates and preserve the quality of the signal without 
loss of information. In optical communication systems, various multiple access 
schemes such as time division multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple access 
(CDMA) and orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDM) have been used. 
However, the resulting output signal of main amplifier has a high envelope peak-to-
average ratio (crest factor) and linear power amplifiers with high back-off are required 
in order not to degrade the quality of the signal. Linear power amplifiers that have 
high back-off power and high third order intercept point (IP3) give rise to the problem 
of power efficiency [65]. In order to improve system linearity, various linearization 
techniques such as pre-distortion, envelope elimination and restoration, Cartesian 
feedback, and feed-forward are used. Among these methods, feed-forward gives the 
best performance and provides a more wide-band stable operation since there is no 
feedback path, but at the cost of limitation of spectrum efficiency [66]. 
  The operation of the feed-forward circuit is based on subtraction of two equal signals 
resulting in subsequent cancellation of the error signal in the amplifier output 
spectrum. It contains two cancellation loops. The first loop is the carrier cancellation 
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loop, which extracts the distortion products. The second loop is the error cancellation 
loop, which amplifies the distortion products and eliminates the distortion by 
cancelling the distorted main amplifier output. The amplifier used in this loop is 
called the error amplifier and must be sufficiently linear not to introduce additional 
distortion products. Amplitude, phase, and delay mis-matches are the main constraints 
on the linearization performance of the feed-forward, and its efficiency is limited by 
the IP3 of the main and error amplifiers, losses of the couplers and delay 
compensators [83]. For a complete feed-forward system where two power amplifiers 
and couplers participate, a similar closed-form expression which relates the linearity 
performance to the parameters of the whole linearizer and signal characteristics may 
be required. Using such a tool system parameters can be optimized for optimum 
efficiency and linearity improvement [65].  
4.5.1 Feedforward Linearization Theory 
 To derive the output signal from feed-forward circuit, the results from [67-70] are 
used. The electric field input into the amplifier is given by: 
( ) )( tCosEte kinin ω=        (4.5) 
where inE  is an amplitude optical field. The approximate field output from the 
amplifier Ae  is given by: 
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sP  is the saturation power, α  the line-width enhancement factor, τ  the effective 
spontaneous carrier lifetime, φ  the unsaturated device phase delay, and 0G  the 
unsaturated field gain is given by: 





Γ
= 2exp
0
0
LgG        (4.9) 
Γ Is the radiation confinement factor, 0g is the unsaturated gain coefficient, L is 
cavity length, chP is the single channel input power and 1ω and 2ω are the two channel 
frequencies. 12 ωωω −=∆ and, A is the field gain at quiescent point on the static 
characteristic. From Eq (4.6) it is clear that carrier density modulation imparts both 
amplitude and phase modulation on the output fields and that the modulation depths 
are αβ and, β  respectively. 
It is assumed that the input splitter is an ideal 3 dB hybrid divider. The output of the 
optical main amplifier for a system input optical signal )(tein , therefore )(1 teA : 
{ })()(1
2
1
1 φωβωφωα
β
−∆−×






−∆−= tCostCostCosAEe kinA   (4.10) 
If φω =∆ t  
( )βω
α
β
−×





−= tCosAEe kinA 12
1
1      (4.11) 
If rad1<<β  
)}()()()({
2
2
1
1 tSintCostSintCos
AE
e kkkk
in
A ωβωα
β
ω
α
β
ω −−+=   (4.12) 
If we suppose: 








−−= )()()(
2
2
1 tSintCostSinAEe kkkind ωβωα
β
ω
α
β
   (4.13) 
Substituting Eq (4.13) into Eq (4.12) yields: 
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dk
in
A etCos
AE
e += )(
2
1
1 ω                    (4.14) 
The proportion of this signal which reaches the subtracter will pass through a coupler 
with the coupling factor of 1C  and reaching to one of the subtracter ports which is 
)(1 tesub and from the lower path the delayed optical signal reaching to the other input 
port and called )(2 tesub .  
11
1
1 2
)(
C
e
C
tCosAE
e dkinsub +=
ω
      (4.15) 
2
)(
2
tCosE
e kinsub
ω
=
       (4.16) 
Therefore the output of the subtracter is: 
21 subsuberror eee −=        (4.17) 
2
)(
2
)(
11
1 tCosE
C
e
C
tCosAE
e kindkinerror
ωω
−+=
    (4.18) 
It can be seen from Eq (4.18) that for the original optical input signal to be completely 
removed from this error signal, the following condition must be satisfied: 11 CA =  
Thus the error signal is:  
1C
e
e derror =         (4.19) 
A similar process take place in the second part of the loop in which the error signal 
components are removed from the main amplifier output signal to leave substantially 
an amplified version of the original input signal. The output of the main amplifier 
passed through delay module is given by: 
22)(
2
1
1
τωτωω kk jd
j
k
in
coup eeetCos
AE
e
−− +=                                          (4.20) 
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Where 2τ is the time delay in the top path delay element and this element is assumed 
lossless. This signal is the main signal for the output coupler 2C . 
The optical signal to be injected into the coupled port of this coupler from error 
signal, )(teerror , is amplified by the error amplifier 2Ae .  This signal will pass through a 
coupler with the coupling factor of 2C ( 2coupe ): 
2
2
1
2 Akjd
A eC
eA
e
τω−
=
       (4.21) 
2
21
2
2
Akjd
coup eCC
eA
e
τω−
=
       (4.22) 
The final output signal is: 
21 coupcoupout eee −=        (4.23) 
222
21
21 )(
2
Akkk jdj
d
j
k
in
out eCC
eA
eeetCosAEe τωτωτωω −−− −+=
              (4.24) 
If 212 CCA =  and 22 Aττ =  
2)(
2
1 τωω kjk
in
out etCos
AE
e
−
=
      (4.25) 
Thus the output signal is an amplified and time-delayed replica of the input signal 
with the distortion from the main amplifier being removed. 
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Figure 4.15 General diagram for feed-forward linearization 
 
This part shows the effect of time delay on the cancellation, for full detail see [71].  
Assume that the input ( )tein  is a single CW tone of amplitude A, thus: 
( ) )cos( θω += tAtein                                                                         (4.26) 
Therefore the output from 2C , is given by: 
( ) { } { }θτωθτω ++−++= )(cos)(cos 21 tAtAteout                                             (4.27)    
Assuming that the error path delay is longer than the main path delay by τ∆ , the error 
path delay is given by:  
τττ ∆+= 12                                                                                    (4.28) 
Therefore, by substitution of Eqn. 27 into Eqn. 26, then expanding and simplifying, 
the above expression yields: 
222 )sin()cos( τωτω ∆+∆−= AAAR                                                  (4.29) 
Thus, the amplitude of the output signal R after normalisation (i.e. setting A=1) is 
given by: 
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




 ∆
=
2
.
sin2 τωR                                                                            (4.30) 











 ∆
=
2
.
sin2log20 10
τω
dBR                                                     (4.31) 
To find the phase difference φ∆ , between the input tone and the output tone, the output 
phase is referenced to the input phase by setting 0=θ , thus: 
   



∆−
∆
=∆ −
τω
τωφ
cos1
sin
tan 1                                                                                  (4.32)      
4.5.2 Feedforward Approach 
 In this research two applications have been used to simulate the output of the SOA 
using feed-forward approach to reduce the noise and linearize the output. The aim is 
to cancel out the noise and four wave mixing. Table.4.1 shows the parameters that 
have been used at 1550 nm for the theoretical analysis for SOA, and table. 4.2 
represents the pin diode parameters base on the Sumitomo Electric Device Innovation 
Inc. devices.  
Table 4.1 
 
Parameters Value Unit 
Refractive index 3.4  
optical confinement factor 0.3  
differential gain 201078.2 −×  2m  
carrier density at transparency 24104.1 ×  3m  
Volume )108()103(0005.0 86 −××−××  3m  
line width enhancement factor 5  
recombination coefficients A 143000000 s1  
recombination coefficients B 16101 −×  sm3  
recombination coefficients C 41103 −×  sm6  
insertion loss 3 dB 
cavity loss 3 dB 
facet reflection 10  
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Table 4.2 
 
Parameters Value Unit 
Responsivity 0.8 A/W 
dark current 5 nA 
forward current 5 mA 
reverse photo current 3 mA 
Capacitance  0.3 pF 
coupling ratio 10%  
 
Two applications are shown below: 
4.5.2.1 Application A 
Figure 4.16 shows a complete model of the radio-over-fibre transmission system with 
Feedforward linearization to linearize the output of SOA. Simulated optical spectra at 
two points in the system are also shown in Fig. 4.18 (a) and (b). The Feedforward 
system was constructed using a low cost WDM filter for routing different signals. In 
this system, there are two signal generators with an electrical carrier signal at 2.5 GHz 
and 1mW output power. These signals are indirectly modulated with two CW laser 
via Mach-Zehnder modulators. CW Laser 1, operating at 1551 nm wavelength 1λ , 
and CW Laser 2, operating at 1552 nm wavelength 2λ  are multiplexed and 
transported to the fibre. According to the characteristics of the FWM, the two 
wavelengths should satisfy: 211 2 λλλ −=FWM  and 122 2 λλλ −=FWM . To compensate 
for the SOA nonlinear distortion, feed-forward linearization is used.  
The simulation software used is the Opti-System 5.0. Both CW lasers, output power is  
5 mW. The signal in the top paths is amplified by the main power amplifier and the 
non-linearities in this amplifier result in inter-modulation and harmonic distortions 
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which are added to the original signal. Noise is also added by the main amplifier, 
which is discussed in the next application. 
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φ
φ
 
Figure 4.16 Feed-forward linearization for application A 
 
A function of the main amplifier output subtracts from the time delayed original 
signal, in the lower path. The resulting output of error signal is then amplified to 
cancel the distortion in the main path and is combined with the signal in the upper 
path via a coupler. The main path signal is delayed by an amount approximately equal 
to the delay in the lower path (i.e. compensation circuit and amplifier), and is out of 
phase with the amplified error signal. The error signal cancel the distortion 
information on the main path and what emerges at the output of the feed forward 
linearization is the amplified version of the original input signal. 
The simulator adjusts the amplitude, phase and delay line parameters belonging to the 
compensation circuits until the fundamental frequencies ( 1λ  and 2λ ) are cancelled, or 
at least minimized in the first loop. And the adjustment method consists in variations 
of amplitude, phase and delay line parameters belonging to the compensation circuit 
in correction loop. This adjustment continues until the third order inter-modulation 
products of the output signal are minimal or until the inter-modulation distance reach 
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the maximum value. The gain and phase adjustment components (compensation 
circuits) are shown in Fig. 4.16. 
Since the gain and phase-matching characteristics of feed-forward amplifiers are 
critical to their performance, it is necessary to ensure that these can be maintained 
throughout the practical design of the amplifier. There is a compromise between the 
additional complexity of additional circuitry to monitor loop performance and correct 
for errors, or additional loops. 
The idea of allowing the system to monitor its own performance and then perform the 
necessary correction implies some form of feedback system around the feed-forward 
loop. This feedback system in a practical world is required to control the gain and 
phase matching of the two loops, named as the error loop. Thus it is evident that two 
separate feedback systems are required. The first to correct for the gain and phase 
mismatches in the error loop. This method minimises the input signal component of 
the error signal. The second to correct for the gain and phase mismatches in the 
correction loop. This minimises the amount of distortion present in the final output 
signal.  
Other consideration is error amplifier selection, which represents one of the highest 
restrictions in the feed-forward technique and must be competitive with a non-
linearized amplifier.  This means that production costs and above all efficiency rates 
must be taken into account. On the other hand linearity performance of the error 
amplifier should be dealt with. If highly linear error amplifiers are used, then the feed-
forward technique turns become less efficient. Moreover, the distortion introduced by 
the error amplifier has a direct effect on the distortion component of the output signal. 
In other words, a trade-off is needed among the gain, linearity, cost and efficiency 
rates. 
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To simulate the model with feed-forward linearization, an input CW Laser with the 
following parameters was applied to the circuit shown in Fig. 4.16: line-width of 100 
MHz and 5 mW. In order to obtain deep SOA saturation, the SOA (Fig. 4.16), were 
set to small-signal gains of 18.5 dB.  
  This configuration is appropriate for multiplexing access schemes such as WCDMA, 
Wireless LAN (OFDM) and GSM (TDMA) and higher data rates transmission 
systems.  
4.5.2.2 Application B 
An alternative application has shown in Fig. 4.17 the complete model of the radio-
over-fibre transmission system with feed-forward linearization to linearize ASE noise 
of the output of the SOA. Simulated optical spectra at various points in the system are 
also shown in Fig. 4.19 (a) and (b). As mentioned in the previous application optical 
feed-forward linearization is a benefit to noise reduction in optical amplifiers.   
Figure 4.17 illustrates the principle of operation. The electrical carrier (2.5 GHz, 1 
mW) was generated by an external signal generator. A laser rate equation (1550 nm, 5 
mW) converts the electrical input signal into an optical signal by means of direct 
modulation. This signal is sent to the divider and split to form two identical paths, and 
the rest of the processing is the same as previous application. But there is a 
consideration that has to be taken care of which has an important effect on the system.  
Maintaining a balance at the noise cancellation node is more complicated, since the 
result is not signal cancellation and integration is not directly applicable. A solution 
for effective automatic balance exists, which follows similar control guideline as the 
carrier cancellation loop. In any case, added circuit complexity is required and delay 
matching must be such that signals remain strictly in a single quadrant. Also the other 
important parameter is the noise figure of the main amplifier which should be better 
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than the error amplifier. The error amplifier ideally needs only to process the main 
amplifier distortion information and hence can be of a much lower power than the 
main amplifier. Thus, it is likely that a more linear and low noise error amplifier can 
be constructed. This in turn will result in lower overall system noise figure. 
  To test the circuit with feed-forward linearization, an input rate equation laser with 
the following parameters was applied to the circuit shown in Fig. 4.17: quantum 
efficiency of 0.4, group velocity of scm10105.8 × , spontaneous emission factor of 
5103 −× , power of 5 mW, and gain compression coefficient of 317101 cm−× . In order to 
obtain deep SOA saturation, the SOAs in (Fig. 4.17), must be set to small-signal gains 
of 18.5 dB. The complex attenuator provided for adjusting the output signal from 
SOA via 10dB optical coupler to have the equal gain as the delayed line. The 
simulated output after the SOA is shown in Fig. 4.19 a. The complete optical 
performance by feed-forward linearization is shown by Fig. 4.19 b. 
φ
φ
 
Figure 4.17 Feed-forward linearization for application B 
4.5.3 Results 
The input powers of both Channel 1 and Channel 2 were set equal at 0 dBm and the 
simulated RF spectra are shown in Fig. 4.18 for application A. It can be seen that 
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without the feed-forward linearization there was four waves mixing caused by the two 
high power input signals modulating Laser 1 and Laser 2. With feed-forward 
linearization, the four waves mixing were improved by more than 20 dB. 
 
                               (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 4.18 (a): Signal spectrum before linearization for application A (b): signal 
spectrum after linearization for application A 
  
The simulated spectra of the two tone CW RF signal indirectly modulated signal with 
and without the linearizer are shown in Fig 4.18.  
In Figs. 4.18 (a) and (b), the carrier power is the same in both spectrum (11 dBm), and 
the IMD is -30 dBc/Hz without the linearizer and -51 dBc/Hz with the linearizer, 
respectively. As the IMD improvement by the linearizer is 21 dB. A comparison 
between Fig. 4.18 (a) and (b) shows that there is no power penalty for transmission.   
Another very important characteristic of SOAs is noise since it largely determines the 
maximum number of devices which can be cascaded as linear repeaters within an 
optical fibre communication system [34]. The overall noise generated by an SOA 
comprises signal spontaneous beat noise, spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise, 
spontaneous emission shot noise and amplified signal shot noise [34].     
  Results of single tone simulations (application B) are shown in Fig. 4.19. The SOA 
output has a noise added to the signal which is shown in Fig. 4.19 (a). After the feed-
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forward linearization as shown in Fig. 4.19 (b), that the noise spectrum is improved 
more than 8 dB, and also it is visualized that especially the asymmetry shape of 
spectrum because of the ASE noise has reduced more than 6 dB.  
 
                                     (a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 4.19 (a): Signal spectrum before linearization for application B (b): signal 
spectrum after linearization for application B 
  
                                    (a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 4.20 (a): Eye diagram before linearization (b): eye diagram after 
linearization 
 
Eye diagrams simulated for back-to-back operation for application A, at an optical 
power of 0 dBm are shown in Fig. 4.20. Without the feed-forward system, the eye 
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opening shown in Fig. 4.20 (a) is small and the excess noise inherent in the 
transmitted “ones” is clearly visible. Fig. 4.20 (b) shows that with the feed-forward 
system, the eye has a much wider opening and reduced noise on the “ones”.  Figure 
4.21 shows the quality factor which for a higher input the Q will be higher, which the 
quality factor increases with respect to power. As it is shown in Fig. 4.21 for the laser 
with 4 dBm output power the quality factor become more than 5 but as the power 
decreases the quality factor will decrease as well. 
 
Figure 4.21 Quality factor after linearization with respect to input signal    
4.6 Feed-Forward Linearization for Impulse Radio Ultra Wideband over Fibre 
Ultra wideband (UWB) systems are highly useful for next generation short-distance, 
low-power-consumption, and high bit rates wireless indoor communications. The 
UWB radio typically has a short range in outdoor and indoor environments since the 
power level is regulated to -41 dBm/MHz across most part of the 3.1 to 10.6 GHz 
spectrum [73].  
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Current interests in UWB are fuelled by their intrinsic properties: immunity to 
multipath fading, extremely short time duration, carrier free, low duty cycle, wide 
occupied bandwidth, and low power spectral density [74]-[75]. A particularly 
attractive impulse technology is the carrier free modulation method, which does not 
adopt the complicated frequency mixers, intermediate frequency circuits, and electric 
filters, and thus significantly reduces its cost. Moreover, this method has good 
performance due to the UWB transmission, and is therefore, more suitable for indoor 
wireless communications. Moreover, the Gaussian pulse shaper (i.e., a special band-
pass filter) must be utilized to generate Gaussian pulses or differential Gaussian 
monocycle pulses in the electronic impulse radio system. 
High-speed wireless communications are gaining popularity to satisfy increasing 
demands for a broadband access. IEEE 802.15a proposes that data rates of UWB 
signals for the emerging standards should be around 100 Mbps to 480 Mbps for a 
distance of up to 10 meters [76],[77]. Attenuation and bandwidth limitations of copper 
cables will reduce transmission range and quality even more significantly for UWB 
signals. 
The transmission distance of UWB radio systems, however, is limited up to ten meters 
due to the extremely low regulated power spectrum density by the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC). Radio over Fibre (RoF) is a promising 
technology to extend the transmission distance by distributing such UWB signals over 
an optical link. Through the optical link, a number of stand-alone UWB applications 
in a building, for example, can be networked with each other, which leads the system 
to overcome the distance limitation. On the other hand, it is always desirable that the 
optical link has capacity to transmit the UWB signal with full spectrum released by 
the regulator such as FCC’s. RoF technology is a cost effective way to distribute 
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UWB signals over extended distances, allows centralized operations and reduce 
infrastructure and operational costs [78].  
UWB pulse signal over optical fibre is proposed for short distance by Yao [73] and 
Yee [77]. They investigate the transmission characteristic of UWB radio through a 
single mode RoF system for different lengths up to 3 km with different pulse shape. 
But in this research, the distance has been extended up to 50 Km.   
This section investigates impulse radio ultra wideband (IR-UWB) over Fibre system 
based on a feedforward linearizer to suppress the FWM cancellation by the use of the 
SOA. The RF signal of UWB is transmitted over 50 Km single mode fibre (SMF) 
using external Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM), amplified, linearized and detect by a 
photo detector receiver. For improving the linearity and suppressing the FWM of 
SOA, the amplifier uses the feed forward technique. The simulation setup investigates 
the effects of optical link with the amplification on the transmission characteristics of 
the UWB signal, including the effects of dispersion of optical fibre and optical 
nonlinearity of the photonic devices, which are important to realize a high quality 
communication system. In addition this section presents a simulation model for 
investigation of a RoF transmission. The UWB pulse is generated by using a novel 
UWB band pass filter (BPF) with a high performance filter. The simulation includes 
the external optical modulation, fibre-optic transmission, SOA amplification, feed-
forward linearization and photo detection of the full UWB signals. This simulation 
results show that RoF technology can be used to reliably distribute UWB signals and 
enhance the coverage. 
4.6.1 RoF Structure 
The simulation model configuration shown in Fig. 4.22 demonstrates an electrical to 
optical (E/O) module that uses laser diode technology to indirectly modulate the IR-
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UWB radio signal via MZM into optical frequencies at a 1550 nm wavelength. It is 
simulated to transmit two UWB RF signals from a UWB transmitter to the fibre via 
indirect modulation (Fig. 4.22). The data source is derived from a Pseudo-Random 
Binary Sequence (PRBS) generator which can produce arbitrary data stream to create 
pseudo random data stream. The electrical IR-UWB signal is generated by pico-
second impulse forming. On the optical side, the optical signal has passed through 50 
km fibre and then amplified by the SOA amplifier. The feed-forward linearization 
technique is used to compensate the nonlinearity, caused by the fibre and SOA. The 
optical signal is converted back to electrical signal by using a photo detector at the 
receiver end. A variable attenuator between the UWB transmitter and E/O converter 
acts as an automatic gain control (AGC), thus preventing link saturation. BER 
analyzer calculates BER by analyzing the demodulated binary data with the reference 
binary data stream.  
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Figure 4.22 Radio-over fibre structure 
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A general UWB transmitter block diagram is shown in Fig. 4.23. First, data are 
generated by applications that are quite separate from the physical layer transmitter 
known as ‘back end’. This binary information stream is then passed to the ‘front end’, 
which is the part of the transmitter which we are concerned about. If higher 
modulation schemes are to be used the binary information should be mapped from bits 
to symbols, with each symbol representing multiple bits. These symbols are then 
mapped to an analogue pulse shape generator. Precise time synchronisation is 
essential to ensure system operation. In PPM based systems both slot and frame 
synchronisation is required. Pulses can then be optically amplified before being 
passed to the transmitter. In general though, to meet power spectral requirements, a 
large gain is typically not needed and may be omitted. Although this is an extremely 
simplistic transmitter model, which omits any forward error correcting scheme, it 
serves the purpose to show that UWB transmitters can be quite simple [79].   
Meaningful data
are generated by
applications
Back end
Logic
-Symbol-to-
pulse mapper
-Timming
circuitry, etc.
Bits to
symbols
Pulse
generator
Binary
data
stream
001010
Symbol
stream
Amplifier
Front end
To: Mach Zehnder
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Figure 4.23 A general UWB transmitter block diagram 
The normalized optical field being phase-modulated by the Gaussian pulse train can 
be expressed in the form of [79]: 
[ ])(.exp)( tstjtE c βω +=                                          (4.33) 
where cω is the angular frequency of the optical carrier, β  is the phase modulation 
index, and )(ts  is the pulse train represented by: 
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∑
+∞
−∞=
−=
n
nTtpts )()(                                                (4.34) 
where T  is the pulse repetition interval, and )(tp represents an ideal Gaussian pulse 
waveform. It is known that the energy spectral density of )(tp is large at dc and low-
frequency region, and due to the high wavelength makes wireless transmission of such 
a signal, impractical [80], [81]. The Gaussian function is described by [79]:  
)2()(
2
22
2
1)( σµ
piσ
−−
=
t
etp
                                 (4.35) 
where σ  the standard deviation and µ  the mean of the Gaussian distribution. For 
0=µ , the Gaussian function is given by [79]:  
)2(
2
22
2
1)( σ
piσ
t
etp −=
                                      (4.36) 
More waveforms can be created by high-pass filtering of Gaussian pulse. Filtering 
acts in a manner similar to the Eq. (4.36). The first derivative of a Gaussian pulse is a 
Gaussian monocycle which has the form of [79]: 
2)(
632)( kttektp −





=
pi
                                         (4.37) 
A Gaussian monocycle has a single zero crossing. Further derivatives yield additional 
zero crossing. The input signal to the fibre should be the 2nd derivative of the 
Gaussian function. The Gaussian doublet is given in time domain as: 
( ) 2)(24
1
2
)(21
9
32)( ktektktp −−





=
pi
                       (4.38) 
The approach proposed in this section is to convert the doublet Gaussian pulses into 
UWB pulses in the optical domain, which can be employed as UWB pulse source in a 
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UWB-over-fibre network. In addition, in the proposed approach since the SOA 
produce the nonlinearity, the feed-forward linearization technique can be applied to 
improve the operational capabilities of the UWB impulse systems. 
4.6.2 Results 
In this section, we have only focused on the BPSK UWB signal. A typical doublet 
Gaussian waveform is shown in Fig. 4.24(a) which used to drive a laser diode, 
whereas the output of the optical receiver is shown in Fig. 4.24(b). The full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) of the UWB radio signal before laser is 36.74 picoseconds 
according to Fig. 4.24(a) and the spectrum of the modulated Gaussian pulse for 
positive frequencies is illustrated in Fig. 4.25(a).  
After 50 km fibre and the linearization the UWB waveform has spread to 70.14 
picoseconds and the delay of 92.42 picoseconds at the photo receiver output with 
respect to the signal before laser as shown in Fig. 4.24 b. Also its spectrum is shown 
in 4.25 b which shows the impact of pseudo random noise (PN) time offsets on energy 
distribution in the frequency domain. If the original UWB signal needs to be 
preserved, additional pulse compression or high pass filtering may be applied at the 
optical receiver output to compress the UWB pulses.  
 
(a)                                                   (b) 
Figure 4.24 (a): The input signal to the laser diode, and (b): the optical receiver 
output signal 
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                                       (a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 4.25 (a): Signal spectrum before linearization, and (b): signal spectrum 
after linearization  
 
The input power of both Channel 1 and Channel 2 were set equal at -41 dBm/MHz 
and the simulated RF spectra at different points are shown in Fig. 4.26. It can be seen 
that without the feed-forward linearization there is FWM caused by the laser sources 
and the SOA. With feed-forward linearization, FWM is reduced by more than 25 dB 
see Fig. 4.26(d). 
Figure 4.26(a) shows the optical signal spectrum at the output of the multiplexer with 
a carrier power of 4.4 dBm. Figure 4.26(b) shows the optical spectrum of the UWB 
signals having passed through a 50 km SMF. Note that the carrier signal power is 
reduced by 5.6 dB. Figures.4.26(c) illustrates the signal spectrum at the output of the 
SOA showing increases the carrier power of 12.2 dBm and the IMD of -39.7 dBc/Hz. 
Following linearization, the carrier power has remained the same as input (i.e. 12.2 
dBm), and the IMD is suppressed to -67.3 dBc/Hz see Fig. 4.26(d), an IMD 
improvement of 27.6 dB. A comparison between Fig.4.26(c) and (d) show that there is 
no power penalty. 
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(a)                                                                  (b) 
 
(c)                                                                (d) 
Figure 4.26 (a): Signal spectrum after multiplexer (b): signal spectrum after 
50km SMF (c): signal spectrum after SOA, and (d): signal spectrum after 
linearization   
   
Eye diagrams simulated for back-to-back operation are shown in Fig.4.27, for an 
optical power of 0 dBm. Without the feed-forward system, the eye opening shown in 
Fig. 4.27(a) is small and the excess noise inherent in the transmitted bits “1” is clearly 
visible. Fig. 4.27(b) shows that with the feed-forward system, the eye has a much 
wider opening and reduced noise level on the binary bits “1”.   
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(a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 4.27 (a): Eye diagram before linearization, and (b): eye diagram after 
linearization 
4.7 Predistortion Feedback Linearization for IR-UWB over Fibre 
Predistortion feedback techniques have been widely investigated for RF amplifier 
linearization. IMD suppression has been achieved along with a reduction in linear 
amplifier gain equal to the loop gain of the feedback amplifier. It has small and simple 
circuitry which is the most important advantage [82]. For the first time the application 
of optical predistortion feedback (OPDFB) is proposed to linearize the overall optical 
amplifier response so that spectral re-growth of the amplified optical modulated signal 
can be avoided. There is a strong demand for a linearizer that has a simple optical 
circuit configuration, a minimal control circuit, and a large improvement in IM3 
components. This research investigates a simple and a low cost method using OPDFB 
linearization to suppress the FWM and reduce the ASE noise due to the SOA used in 
RoF systems.  
A promising technique to remove the drawbacks of the RF linearization technique is, 
Predistortion (PD). The PD based on the error feedback correction is a powerful 
linearization technique because the error correction is insensitive to amplifier 
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variations, such as temperature, supply voltage, and device variations, as well as 
nonlinear characteristics of the PA. Among the PD linearization techniques, the 
lookup table (LUT)-based PD has been widely used because it is relatively simple and 
easily implemented to build the inverse function of PAs. In the PD algorithms that 
provide as the inverse function of the amplitude and phase distortions (AM/AM and 
AM/PM) generated by the PAs, the basic and most important issue is that the 
estimation error, the difference between the desired and the estimated values, should 
reach the minimum value for a given input signal.  
4.7.1 RoF Architecture 
The OFBPD linearization method can accurately extract the PD signal and enhance 
the tolerance of the IM distortion cancellation by the feedback linearization. In the 
linearizer, the main signal, as well as the error, is fed back, suppressing the open loop 
gain. We believe that this is the first reported optical PA linearization technique using 
PD and feedback techniques in the optical domain, which eliminates the problems of 
the optical feedback circuit. As a result, the distortion correction of the PD is carried 
out by the PD and further enhanced by the feedback linearization. Compared to 
conventional PD, the IMD cancellation tolerance is enhanced by a factor of the gain 
compression of the feedback circuit, and the error extraction algorithm is very simple.  
The input signal is split to form two identical paths, although the ratio used in the 
splitting process need not be equal. The signal in the top path is amplified by the main 
power amplifier and the non-linearities in this amplifier result in inter-modulation and 
harmonic distortions being added to the original signal. The directional coupler, C2, 
takes a sample of the main amplifier signal and feeds it to the subtracter (C3, 180 
degree) where a time delayed portion of the original signal, present in the lower path, 
is subtracted. The result of this subtraction process is an error signal containing 
substantially the distortion information from the main amplifier; ideally none of the 
original signal energy would remain. The error signal is then amplified linearly to the 
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required level to cancel the distortion in the main path and fed to the output coupler. 
The main path signal is time delayed, and fed to the coupler C1 in anti-phase to the 
amplified error signal. The error signal will then reduce the distortion information of 
the main path signal and after passing the main amplifier leaving substantially an 
amplified version of the original input signal. 
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Figure 4.28 General diagram for predistortion feedback linearization 
4.7.2 Predistortion Feedback Approach 
In this section CW and IR-UWB signals have been used to simulate the output of the 
SOA using optical Predistortion feedback approach to reduce the noise and linearize 
the output. The aim is to cancel out the noise and four wave mixing. Table 4.3 shows 
the parameters that have been used at 1550 nm for the theoretical analysis for SOA, 
and table 4.4 represents the pin diode parameters.  
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Table 4.3 
 
Parameters Value Unit 
Refractive index 3.4  
optical confinement factor 0.3  
differential gain 201078.2 −×  2m  
carrier density at transparency 24104.1 ×  3m  
Volume )108()103(0005.0 86 −××−××  3m  
line width enhancement factor 5  
recombination coefficients A 143000000 s1  
recombination coefficients B 16101 −×  sm3  
recombination coefficients C 41103 −×  sm6  
Insertion loss 3 dB 
cavity loss 3 dB 
facet reflection 10  
 
Table 4.4 
 
Parameters Value Unit 
Responsivity 0.8 A/W 
dark current 5 nA 
forward current 5 mA 
reverse photo current 3 mA 
capacitance  0.3 pF 
Coupling ratio 10%  
 
This section, demonstrate the first illustration of the transmission of multi-channel IR-
UWB signals which are in the range 3.1-10.6 GHz in fibre distribution architecture 
with OPDFB linearization employed to improve system performance. Signals are 
generated and distributed using a WDM and 50 km fibre ring architecture. The 
wavelength spacing for the channels is based on a 1 nm. Changing the phase and 
amplitude of the optical signal in the proposed linearization scheme, carrier to IMD 
ratio is improved to more than 20 dB with optimal conditions. 
Figure 4.28 contains elements of both feedback and feed-forward, although it is 
essentially a feedback technique in terms of its distortion cancellation methodology. 
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Its detailed operation is illustrated by various spectra (amplitude versus frequency 
plots) shown at a number of points within the figure. In this system, there are two 
signal generators with the electrical carrier of 2.5 GHz and 1mW output power. These 
signals are indirectly modulated with two CW laser via a MZM. CW Laser 1, 
operating at 1551 nm wavelength ( 1λ ), and CW Laser 2 1552 nm wavelength ( 2λ ) are 
multiplexed and transported to the fibre. According to the characteristics of the FWM, 
the two wavelengths should satisfy: 211 2 λλλ −=FWM  and 122 2 λλλ −=FWM . To 
compensate for the SOA nonlinear distortion, feed-forward linearization scheme is 
used.  
Two CW lasers, one with 1551 nm wave length and the other with 1552 nm 
wavelength were both generating optical signals with 5mW output power. This signal 
is sent to the multiplexer and then to the divider and split to form two identical paths. 
This feedback system in a practical world is required to control the gain and phase 
matching of the two loops. Thus it is evident that two separate feedback systems are 
required. The first to correct for the gain and phase mismatches in the error loop. This 
correction minimizes the input signal component of the error signal. The second to 
correct for the gain and phase mismatches in the correction loop. This minimizes the 
amount of distortion present in the final output signal. The signal in the top paths is 
amplified by the main power amplifier and the non-linearities in this amplifier result 
in inter-modulation and harmonic distortions being added to the original signal. Noise 
is also added by the main amplifier. The directional coupler C2 takes a sample of the 
main amplifier output signal and feeds it to the subtracter where a time delayed 
portion of the original signal, present in the lower path, is subtracted. The result of 
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this subtraction process is an error signal containing substantially the distortion 
information from the main amplifier. 
The purpose of the error signal is to act as a predistorting signal for the coupler C1, 
with feedback mechanism operating continuously in real-time (unlike that of, say, 
conventional Predistortion). The error signal eV  used to modify the amplifier’s 
characteristics to minimize distortion, is defined as. 
inoute DVDVV −=                     (4.60) 
where outDV and inDV are, respectively, the detected output and input signals. Error 
signal eV can be used to control the gain of the amplifier by means of a variable 
attenuator. Superior linearity can be obtained by correcting both amplitude and phase. 
The magnitude and phase error signals can be determined. The resulting voltages are 
used to control an attenuator and a phase shifter to minimize signal error. 
The resulting optical error signal should be comparable with the optical input signal 
(although containing unwanted distortion). Finally, a copy of the input signal is 
subtracted from the optical error signal, with an appropriate gain and phase weighting 
to ensure near-ideal vector subtraction. The resulting error signal resembles those 
typically seen in a feed-forward system. It is then gain and phase weighted and 
amplified. Next it is added to the original input signal, to form the optical input to the 
output, as described earlier. 
The degree of gain and phase matching required in the main-signal cancellation 
process, to achieve good performance, is reported to be quite high. A match of 0.1dB 
and 0.1 degree was used to generate the results. To achieve and maintain these levels 
of matching in a practical solution would require an automatic control system, in very 
much the same way as that of the error-generating loop in a feed-forward system. The 
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main advantage of the technique lies in its potentially high linearity improvement 
capability. The technique is capable of some 20-25dB of IMD improvement for two-
tone test carrier [70]. This represents a useful improvement in receiver intercept point. 
This linearity improvement was achieved with a minimal degradation in overall noise 
figure. This is a clear advantage over both feed-forward and Predistortion techniques.  
The main disadvantages of the technique lie in its relative complexity, particularly 
when a control scheme is included to maintain the performance of the vector 
cancellation part of the system. 
There has been considerable work on the use of feedback for the linearization of RF 
and microwave amplifiers. Feedback techniques can be divided into several distinct 
branches. The use of linear networks for feedback is well documented but has seen 
little use at microwave frequencies. The reason for this reluctance is probably due to 
concerns with amplifier stability and the difficulty in making networks with non-ideal 
components function over wide frequency bands. 
The simulator adjusts the amplitude, phase and delay line parameters belong to the 
compensation circuits until the fundamental frequencies ( 1λ  and 2λ ) are cancelled, or 
at least minimized in the first loop. The adjustment method consists in variations of 
amplitude, phase and delay line parameters belonging to the compensation circuit in 
the correction loop until the third order inter-modulation products of the output signal 
are minimal or until the inter-modulation distance reach the maximum value. The gain 
and phase adjustment components (compensation circuits) are shown in Fig.4.29. 
Since the gain and phase-matching characteristics of feed-forward amplifiers are 
critical to their performance, it is necessary to ensure that these can be maintained 
throughout the practical design of the amplifier. There is a compromise between the 
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additional complexity of additional circuitry to monitor loop performance and correct 
for errors, or additional loops. 
To simulate the model with feed-forward linearization, an input CW Laser with the 
following parameters was applied to the circuit shown in Fig.4.29: line-width of 100 
MHz and 5 mW. In order to obtain deep SOA saturation, the SOA (Fig.4.29), were set 
to small-signal gains of 18.5 dB. The simulated output after the SOA is shown in 
Fig.4.31(a). The complete optical performance by the feed-forward linearization has 
shown by Fig.4.31(b). 
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Figure 4.29 OPDFB linearization with CW input 
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Figure 4.30 OPDFB linearization with IR-UWB input 
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4.7.3 Results 
The input powers of both Channel 1 and Channel 2 were set equal at 0 dBm and the 
simulated RF spectra are shown in Fig.4.31 for application A. It can be seen that 
without the OPDFB linearization there is FWM caused by the two high power input 
signals modulating Laser 1 and Laser 2. With OPDFB linearization, FWM is reduced 
by more than 20 dB. 
 
                                             (a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 4.31 (a): Signal spectrum before linearization, and (b): signal spectrum 
after linearization 
 
The simulated spectra of the two tone CW RF signal indirectly modulated signal with 
and without the linearizer are shown in Fig.4.31.  
  In Figs.4.31 (a) and (b), the carrier average power is the same in both spectrum (8 
dBm), and the IMD is -37 dBc/Hz without the linearizer and -59 dBc/Hz with the 
linearizer, respectively. A comparison between Fig.4.31 (a) and (b) show that there is 
no power penalty for transmission, an IMD improvement of 22 dB. 
The simulated spectra of the two IR-UWB signals indirectly modulated signal via 
MZM (application B) with and without the linearizer are shown in Fig.4.32. Figures 
4.32 (a) illustrate the signal spectrum after SOA to compensate for the transmission 
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loss over 50km SMF showing a carrier power of 18.1dBm and  IMD of -24.7 dBc/Hz. 
After linearization, the carrier power is the same as before linearization (18 dBm), but 
IMD is reduced to -45.3 dBc/Hz which is shown in Fig.4.32(b), as the IMD 
improvement by the linearizer is 20.6 dB. A comparison between Fig.4.32 (a) and (b) 
show that there is no power penalty for transmission.   
 
                                  (a)                                                                              (b) 
Figure 4.32 (a): Signal spectrum before linearization for application B, and (b): 
signal spectrum after linearization for application B 
 
In this part, is only focused on the BPSK UWB signal. A typical doublet Gaussian 
waveform is shown in Fig.4.33(a). The input signal to the laser diode is given in 
Fig.4.33(a) and the photo receiver output signal is shown in Fig.4.33(b). The pulse 
width measured at 50 % of the maximum amplitude of the UWB radio signal before 
laser is 36.74 picoseconds according to Fig.4.34(a) and its spectrum measured is 
shown in Fig 4.34(a).  
After 50 km fibre and the linearization the UWB waveform has spread to 70.14 
picoseconds and this is a delay of 92.42 picoseconds at the optical receiver output 
UWB spectrum is shown in Fig.4.34(b). If the original UWB signal needs to be 
preserved, additional pulse compression or high pass filtering may be applied at the 
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photo detector output to compress the UWB pulse. Alternatively, the UWB antenna 
can also be used to shape the signal to meet the emission spectrum mask at the 
downlink.  
 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
Figure 4.33 (a): The input signal to the laser diode, and (b): the photo receiver 
output signal 
 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
Figure 4.34 (a): Signal spectrum of the input signal, and (b): Signal spectrum 
after linearization  
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Figure 4.35 illustrate the obtained BER of the signal with linearization with respect to 
the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR). Increasing the OSNR improves the BER as 
one would expect. Also it is shown with the back-to-back signal it has obtained 
the 910BER −= at 76.2 dB OSNR.  
 
Figure 4.35 Bit error rate graph for the predistortion feedback linearization 
using UWB signal for source “square mark–back to back signal” and “cross 
mark- BER of the signal with linearization      
 
Eye diagrams simulated for back-to-back operation for application A, at an optical 
power of 0 dBm are shown in Fig.4.36 Without the feed-forward system, the eye 
opening shown in Fig.4.36 (a) is small and the excess noise inherent in the transmitted 
“ones” is clearly visible. Fig.4.36 (b) shows that with the feed-forward system, the eye 
has a much wider opening and reduced noise on the “ones”. 
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                                              (a)                                                                               (b) 
Figure 4.36 (a): Eye diagram before linearization, and (b): eye diagram after 
linearization 
 
In order to estimate the performance of this system, the optical signal to noise ratio 
(OSNR) is varied at the input of the device. Figure 4.37 shows the regenerator 
performance as a function of the OSNR in back-to-back for the two channels for an 
OSNR of 78 dB. Figure 4.37 shows the quality factor which for a higher OSNR the Q 
will be higher. As it is shown in Fig. 4.37 for the laser with 78.4 dB OSNR the quality 
factor become more than 6.  
Regeneration may also be used for a single channel input. In this case, the regenerator 
improvement increases due to the reduction of XPM.  
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Figure 4.37 Quality factor after linearization with respect to input signal    
 
4.8 Optimization Method for Compensation Circuitry  
 
OptiSystem provides a powerful multi-parameter multi-target optimization tool. The 
optimization is performed by simulating the optical system or sub-system. In general, 
the optimization tool adjusts one or more signal or component parameters before each 
run, based on previous results obtained using the optimization algorithm. It can also 
force several user-defined constraints on selected parameters. This is especially 
important when for example a selected parameter or several parameters is must be 
kept between certain values. 
The optimization tool also allows setting up multiple multi-parameter optimizations 
and running them in sequence. If proper parameters are selected optimization 
procedure can find the optimum parameters after reasonable number of iterations. 
Number of iterations depends on number of parameters selected, number of target 
values, degree of sensitivity, starting values of parameters, complexity of the system, 
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etc. For example optimizing length to maximize the Q factor may take a couple of 
iterations, while adjusting the gain and phase in feedforward linearization for 
cancelation are more than 300 iterations. However, as all optimization procedures, the 
selected procedure may give a local minima or maxima instead of a global one. In that 
respect, it could give two different results depending on initial parameter values. 
Since the parameter range is well known, this is not a problem most of the times.  
A flowchart of compensation circuitry for the error loop is shown in Fig. 4.38. The 
first step is to read the power and phase value of the sampled signal at the coupling 
port of the C1, and reference unamplified signal respectively. Then it compares the 
power and phase between these two arms. If power P1 of the sampled signal is greater 
than power P2 of the unamplified, the variable attenuator increases by 0.1 dB, and if it 
is smaller than P2 the attenuator decreases by 0.1 dB, until they become equal. Next 
step is to compare the phases, it increases the phase shifter by 1 degree on the 
unamplified reference signal arm until the ( )teerror  become minimum.  
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Figure 4. 38 Optimization flowchart for error loop    
 
A flowchart of compensation circuitry for the correction loop is shown in Fig. 4.39. 
The first step is to read the power and phase value of the error amplified signal, and 
distorted amplified signal respectively. Then it compares the power and phase 
between these two arms. If power P1 of the error amplified signal is greater than 
power P2 of the distorted amplified signal, the variable attenuator increases by 0.1 dB, 
and if it is smaller than P2 the attenuator decreases by 0.1 dB, until they become 
equal. Next step is to compare the phases, it increases the phase shifter by 1 degree on 
the error amplified signal arm until the harmonics at the ( )teout  become minimum.  
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Figure 4.39 Optimization flowchart for correction loop    
 
4.9 Summary 
Different linearization techniques were summarized in this chapter, each one with 
different advantages and disadvantages which make them suitable for specific 
applications such as feedback, predistortion, and feedforward linearization. Optical 
feedforward and predistortion feedback linearization have been discussed in detail, 
and improved the harmonic distortion more than 20 dB for both techniques for two 
CW tone signals, and more than 6 dB for single tone to suppress the ASE noise. 
Those techniques also applied for IR-UWB over fibre and provided the same 
performance, and the results are provided in time and frequency domain. Finally the 
optimization procedure is described for the error and correction loop.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 WDM for Radio over Fibre Applications 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In principle, single-mode fibres used for optical communication systems have 
enormous capacity and can transport information at bit rates exceeding 10 Tb/s. In 
practice, however, the bit rate was limited to 10 Gb/s or less until 1995 by the speed 
of electronic components and by the limitations imposed by the dispersive and non-
linear effects occurring inside optical fibres. Since then, transmission of multiple 
optical channels over the same fibre through wavelength-division multiplexing 
(WDM) has extended the system capacity to beyond 1 Tb/s.  
5.2 WDM Lightwave Systems 
Wavelength Division Multiplex corresponds to the scheme in which multiple optical 
carriers at different wave length are modulated by using independent electrical bit 
streams (which may themselves use TDM and FDM techniques in the electrical 
domain) and are then transmitted over the same fibre. The optical signal at the 
receiver is demultiplexed into separate channels by using an optical technique. WDM 
has the potential for exploiting the large bandwidth offered by optical fibres. For 
example, hundreds of 10-Gb/s channels can be transmitted over the same fibre when 
channel spacing is reduced to below 100GHz [39]. 
The low-loss transmission windows of optical fibres centred near are 1.3 and 1.55 mµ . 
If the OH peak can be eliminated using “dry” fibres, the total capacity a WDM system 
can ultimately exceed 30-Tb/s [39]. The concept of WDM has been pursued since the 
first commercial lightwave system became available in 1980. In its simplest form, 
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WDM was used to transmit two channels in different transmission widows of an 
optical fibre. For example, an existing 1.3 mµ  lightwave system can be upgraded in 
capacity by adding another channel near 1.55 mµ , resulting in a channel spacing of 
250 nm . Considerable attention was directed during the 1980s toward the reducing 
channel spacing, and multichannel systems with a channel spacing of less than 0.1 nm  
had been demonstrated by 1990 [84]–[87]. However, it was during the decade of the 
1990s that WDM systems were developed most aggressively. Commercial WDM 
systems first appeared around 1995, and their total capacity exceeded 1.6-Tb/s by the 
year 2000. Several laboratory experiments demonstrated in 2001 a system capacity of 
more than 10-Tb/s although the transmission distance was limited to below 200km 
[42]. Clearly, the advance of WDM has led to a virtual revolution in design in 
lightwave systems.  
5.2.1 High-Capacity Point-to-Point Links 
The ultimate capacity of WDM fibre links depends on how closely channels can be 
packed in the wavelength domain. The minimum channel spacing is limited by inter-
channel crosstalk. Typically channel spacing chv∆  should exceed B2 at the bit rate B . 
This requirement wastes considerable bandwidth. It is common to introduce a 
measure of the spectral efficiency of a WDM system as chs vB ∆=η . Attempts are 
made to make sη  as large as possible.  
The channel frequencies (or wavelengths) of WDM systems have been standardized 
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) on a 100 GHz grid in the 
frequency range 186-196 THz (covering the C and L bands in the wave length range 
1530-1612 nm). For this reason, channel spacing for most commercial WDM systems 
is 100 GHz (0.8 nm at 1552 nm). This value leads to only 10% spectral efficiency at 
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the spacing bit rate of 10 Gb/s. More recently ITU has specified WDM channels with 
a frequency spacing of 50 GHz. The use of this channel spacing in combination with 
the bit rate of 40 Gb/s has the potential of increasing the spectral efficiency to 80%. 
WDM systems were moving in that direction in 2001.  
The low-loss region of the state-of-the-art “dry fibres” (e.g. fibres with reduced OH-
absorption near 1.4 um) extends over 300 nm in the wavelength region 1.3-1.6 um. 
The minimum channel spacing can be as small as 50 GHz or 0.4 nm for 40 Gb/s 
channels. Since 750 channels can be accommodated over 300 nm bandwidth, the 
resulting effective bit rate can be as large as 30 Tb/s. If we assume that the WDM 
signal can be transmitted over 1000 Km by using optical amplifiers with dispersion 
management, the effective BL product may exceed 30,000 (Tb/s)-Km with the use of 
WDM technology. This should be contrasted with the third-generation commercial 
lightwave systems, which transmitted a single channel over 80 Km or so at a bit rate 
of up to 2.5 Gb/s, resulting in BL values of at most 0.2 (Tb/s)-Km. Clearly, the use of 
WDM has the potential of improving of the performance of modern lightwave 
systems by factor of more than 100,000. 
In practice many factors limit the use of the entire low-loss window. Most optical 
amplifiers have a finite bandwidth the number of channels is often limited by the 
bandwidth over which amplifiers can provide nearly uniform gain. The bandwidth of 
Erbium-doped fibre amplifiers is limited to 40 nm even with the use of gain-flattening 
techniques. The use of Raman amplification has extended the bandwidth to near 100 
nm. Among other factors that limit the number of channels are (i) stability and 
tunability of distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor lasers, (ii) signal degradation 
during transmission because of various non-linear effects, and (iii) inter-channel cross 
talk during demultiplexing. High-capacity WDM fibre links require many high-
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performance components, such as transmitters integrating multiples DFB lasers, 
channels multiplexers and demultiplexers with add drop capability, and large-
bandwidth constant-gain amplifiers. 
Experimental results reported on WDM systems can be divided into two groups based 
on whether the transmission distance is 100≈  Km or exceeds 1,000 Km. Since the 
1985 experiment in which ten 2 Gb/s channels where transmitted over 68 Km [3], 
both the numbers of channels and the bit rate of individual channels have increased 
considerably. A capacity of 340 Gb/s was demonstrated in 1995 by transmitting 17 
channels, each operating at 20 Gb/s, over 150 Km [89]. This was followed within a 
year by several experiments that realized a capacity of 1 Tb/s. By 2001 the capacity of 
WDM systems exceeded 10 Tb/s in several laboratory experiments. In one 
experiment, 273 channels, spaced 0.4 nm apart and each operating at 40 Gb/s, were 
transmitted over 117 Km using three in-line amplifiers, resulting in a total bit rate of 
11 Tb/s and BL product of 1300 (Tb/s)-Km [90]. Table 5.1 lists several WDM 
transmission experiments in which the system capacity exceeded 2 Tb/s.  
Table 5.1 High capacity WDM transmission experiments 
 
Channels 
N 
Bit Rate 
B (Gb/s) 
Capacity 
NB (Tb/s) 
Distance 
L (km) 
NBL Product 
[(Pb/s)-km] 
120 
132 
160 
82 
256 
273 
20 
20 
20 
40 
40 
40 
2.40 
2.64 
3.20 
3.28 
10.24 
10.92 
6200 
120 
1500 
300 
100 
117 
14.88 
0.317 
4.80 
0.984 
1.024 
1.278 
 
The second group of WDM experiments is concerned with transmission distance for 
more than 5,000Km for submarine applications. In a 1996 experiment, 100-Gb/s 
transmission (20 channels at 5-Gb/s) over 9,100Km was realized using the 
polarization-scrambling and forward-error-correction techniques [91]. The number of 
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channels was later increased to 32, resulting in a160-Gb/s transmission over 9,300Km 
[92]. In a 2001 experiment, a 2.4-Tb/s WDM signal (120 channels, each operating at 
20Gb/s) was transmitted over 6,200Km, resulting in a NBL product of almost 15 
(Pb/s)-Km (see table 5.1). This should be compared with first fibre-optic cable laid 
across the Atlantic Ocean (TAT-8); it operated at 0.27-Gb/s with NBL 5.1≈  (Tb/s)-
Km The use of WDM had improved the capacity of undersea systems by a factor of 
10,000 by 2001.  
On the commercial side, WDM systems with a capacity of 40-Gb/s (16 channels at 
2.5-Gb/s or 4 channels at 10-Gb/s) were available in 1996. The 16 channels system 
covered a wavelength range of about 12nm in the 1.55-um region with a channel 
spacing of 0.8nm. WDM fibre links operating at 160-Gb/s (16 channels at 10-Gb/s) 
appeared in 1998. By 2001, WDM systems with a capacity of 1.6-Tb/s (realized by 
multiplexing 160 channels, each operating at 10-Gb/s) were available. Moreover, 
systems with a 6.4Tb/s capacity were in the development stage (160 channels at 40-
Gb/s). This should be contrasted with the 10-Gb/s capacity of the third-generation 
systems available before the advent of the WDM technique. The use of WDM had 
improved the capacity of commercial terrestrial systems by a factor of more than 
6,000 by 2001.      
5.2.2 Wide-Area and Metro-Area networks 
Optical networks are used to connect a large group of users spread over a 
geographical area. They can be classified as a local-area network (LAN), 
metropolitan-area network (MAN), or a wide area network (WAN) depending on the 
area they cover [93]-[98]. All three types of networks can benefits from the WDM 
technology. They can be designed using the hub, ring, or star topology. A ring 
topology is most practical for MANs, while the star topology is commonly used for 
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LANs. At the LAN level, a broadcast star is used to combine multiple channels. At 
the next level, several LANs are connected to a MAN by using passive wavelength 
routing. At the highest level, several MANs connect to a WAN whose nodes are 
interconnected in a mesh topology. At the WAN level, the network makes extensive 
use of switches and wavelength-shifting devices so that it is dynamically 
configurable. Consider first a WAN covering a wide area (e.g. a country). 
Historically, telecommunication and computer networks (such as the internet) 
occupying the entire US geographical region have used a hub topology. Such 
networks are often called mesh networks [99]. Hubs or nodes located in large 
metropolitan areas house electronic switches, which connect any two nodes either by 
creating a “virtual circuit” between them or by using packet switching through 
protocols such as TCP-IP (transmission control protocol-Internet protocol) and 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM). With the advent of WDM during the 1990’s the 
nodes were connected through point to point WDM links, but the switching was being 
done electronically even in 2001. Such transport networks are turned “opaque” 
networks because they require optical electronic conversion. As a result neither the bit 
rate nor the modulation format can be changed without changing the switching 
equipment. 
An all-optical network in which the WDM network can pass through multiple nodes 
(possibly modified by adding or dropping certain channels) is called optically 
“transparent.” Transparent WDM network are desirable as they do not require 
demultiplexing and optical-to-electronic conversion of all WDM channels. As a 
result, they are not limited by the electronic-speed bottleneck and may help in 
reducing the cost of installing and maintaining the network. The nodes in a 
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transparent WDM network switch channels using optical cross-connects. Such 
services were still in their infancy in 2001. 
An alternative topology implements a regional WDM network in the form of several 
interconnected rings. Figure 5.1 shows such a scheme [100]. The feeder ring is 
connected to the backbone of the network through an egress node. This ring employs 
four fibres to ensure robustness. Two of the fibres are used to route the data in the 
clockwise and counter clockwise directions. The other two fibres are called protection 
fibres and are used in case a point to point link fails (self-healing). The feeder ring 
supplies data to several other rings through access nodes. An add-drop multiplexer 
can be used at all nodes to drop and to add individual WDM channels. Dropped 
channels can be distributed to users using bus, tree or ring networks. Notice those 
nodes are not always directly connected and require data transfer at multiple hubs. 
Such networks are called multi hubs networks. 
Metro networks or MANs connect several central offices within metropolitan area. 
The ring topology is also used for such networks the main difference from the ring 
shown in Fig 5.1 stems from the scaling and cost consideration. The traffic flow in a 
metro ring at a modest bit rate compared with a WAN ring forming the backbone of a 
nationwide network. Typically each channel operates at 2.5 Gb/s. To reduce the cost, 
a coarse WDM technique is used (in place of dense WDM common in the backbone 
rings) by using channel spacing in the 2 to 10 nm range. Moreover, often just two 
fibres are used inside the ring, one for carrying the data and the other for protecting 
against a failure. Most metro networks were using electrical switching in 2001 
although optical switching is the ultimate goal. 
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Figure 5.1 A WDM network with a feeder ring connected to several local 
distribution networks 
 
In a test-bed implantation of an optically switched metro network, called the multi-
wavelength optical network (MONET), several sites within the Washington, DC, area 
of the United State were connected using a set of eight standard wavelengths in the 
1.55 um region with a channel spacing of 200 GHz [101]. MONET incorporated 
diverse switching technologies [synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH), asynchronous 
transfer mode (ATM), etc.] into an all optical ring network using cross connect 
switches based on the LiNbO3 technology.  
5.2.3 Multi-Access WDM Networks 
Multi access networks offer a random bidirectional access to each subscriber. Each 
user can receive and transmit information to any other user of the network at all times. 
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Telephone networks provide one example; they are known as subscriber loop, local 
loop, or access networks. Another example is provided by Internet used for 
connecting multiple computers. In 2001, both the local-loop and computer networks 
were using electrical techniques to provide bidirectional access through circuit or 
packet switching. The main limitation of such techniques is that each node on the 
network must be capable of processing the entire network traffic. Since it is difficult 
to achieve electronic processing speeds in excess of 10-Gb/s, such networks are 
inherently limited by the electronics. 
The use of WDM permits a novel approach in which the channel wavelength itself 
can be used for switching, routing, or distributing each channel to its destination, 
resulting in an all-optical network. Since wavelength is used for multiple access, such 
a WDM approach is referred to as wavelength division multiple access (WDMA). A 
considerable amount of research and development work was done during the 1990s 
for considerable amount of research and development work was done during the 
1990s for developing WDMA networks [102]-[106]. Broadly speaking, WDMA 
networks can be classified into two categories, called single-hop and multi-hop all-
optical networks [93].Every node is directly connected to all other nodes in a single-
hop network, resulting in a fully connected network. In contrast, multi-hop networks 
are only partially connected such that an optical signal sent by one node may require 
several hops through intermediate nodes before reaching its destination. In each 
category, transmitters and receivers can have their operating frequencies either fixed 
or tuneable. 
Several architectures can be used for all optical multi-hop networks [93]-[98]. 
Hypercube architecture provides one example it has been used for interconnecting 
multiple processors in a supercomputer [107]. The hypercube configuration can be 
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easily visualized in three dimensions such that eight nodes are located at eight corners 
of a simple cube. In general, the number of nodes N must be of the form m2 , where m 
is the dimensionality of the hypercube. Each node is connected to m different nodes. 
The maximum number of hops is limited to m, while the average number of hops is 
about m/2 for large N. Each node requires m receivers. The number of receivers can 
be reduced by using a variant, known as the deBruijn network, but it requires more 
than m/2 hops on average. Another example of a multi-hop WDM network is 
provided by the shuffle network or its bidirectional equivalent the Banyan network. 
Figure 5.2 shows an example of the single hop WDM network based on the use of a 
broadcast star. This network, called the Lambdanet [108], is an example of the 
broadcast and select network. The new feature of the Lambdanet is that each node is 
equipped with one transmitter emitting at unique wavelength and N receivers 
operating at N wavelengths, where N is the number of node. The output of all 
transmitters is combined in a passive star and distributed to all receivers equally. Each 
node receives the entire traffic flowing across the network. A tuneable optical filter 
can be used to select the desired channel. In the case Lambdanet, each node uses a 
bank of receivers in palace of a tuneable filter this feature creates a non blocking 
network whose capacity and connectivity can be reconfigured electronically 
depending on the application. The network is also transparent to the bit rate or the 
modulation format. Different users can transmit data at different bit rates with 
different modulation formats. The flexibility of the Lambdanet makes it suitable for 
many applications. The main drawback of the Lambdanet is that the number of users 
is limited by the number of available wavelengths. Moreover, each node requires 
many receivers (equal to the number of nodes), resulting in considerable investment in 
hardware costs. 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic of the Lambdanet with N nodes, each node consists of one 
transmitter and N receivers 
 
A tuneable receiver can reduce the cost and complexity of the Lambdanet. This is the 
approach adopted for the rainbow network [109]. This network can support up to 32 
nodes, each of which can transmit 1 Gb/s over 10-20 Km. It makes use of a central 
passive star (see Fig.5.2) together with high-performance parallel interface for 
connection multiple computers. A tuneable optical filter is used to select the unique 
wavelength associated with each node the main shortcoming of the rainbow network 
is that tuning of receivers is a relatively slow process, making a difficult to use packet 
switching. An example of the WDM network that uses packet switching is provided 
by Starnet. It can transmit data at bit rates of up to 1.25 Gb/s per node over 10 km 
diameter while maintaining a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) close to 24 dB [110].  
WDM networks making use of a passive star coupler are often called passive optical 
networks (PONs) because they avoid active switching. PONs has the potential for 
bringing optical fibres to the home (or at least to the curve). In one scheme, called 
passive photonic loop [111], multiple wavelengths are used for routing signals in the 
local loop. Fig.5.3 shows a block diagram of such a network. The central office 
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contains N transmitters any thing at wavelengths Nλλλ ,...,, 21 and N receivers 
operating at wavelengths NN 21 ,...,λλ + for network of N subscribers. The signals to each 
subscriber are carried on separate wavelengths in each direction. A remote node 
multiplexes signals from the subscribers to send the combined signal to the central 
office. It also demultiplexes the signals for individual subscribers. The remote node is 
passive requires little maintenance if passive WDM component are used. A switch at 
the central office routes signals depending on the wavelengths. 
The design of access networks for telecommunication application was still a evolving 
in 2001 [106]. The goal is to provide broadband access to each user and to deliver 
audio, video, and data channels on demand, while keeping the cost down. Indeed, 
low-cost WDM components are being developed for this purpose [113].  
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Figure 5.3 Passive photonic loop for local-loop applications [28] 
5.3 System Performance Issues 
The most important issue in the design of WDM lightwave systems is the inter-
channel crosstalk. The system performance degrades whenever crosstalk leads to 
transfer of power from one channel to another. Such a transfer can occur because of 
the nonlinear effects in optical fibres, a phenomenon referred to as nonlinear crosstalk 
as it depends on the nonlinear nature of the communication channel. However, some 
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crosstalk occurs even in a perfectly linear channel because of the imperfect nature of 
various WDM components such as optical filters, demultiplexers, and switches. In 
this section both the linear and nonlinear crosstalk mechanisms is discussed and also 
is considered other performance issues relevant for WDM systems. 
5.3.1 Hetero Wavelength Linear Crosstalk 
Linear crosstalk can be classified into two categories depending on its origin [112]. 
Optical filters and demultiplexers often let leak a fraction of the signal power from 
neighbouring channels that interferes with the detection process. Such crosstalk is 
called hetero-wavelength or out-of-band crosstalk and is less of a problem because of 
its incoherent nature than the homo-wavelength or in-band crosstalk that occurs 
during routing of the WDM signal from multiple nodes. Subsection focuses on the 
hetero-wavelength crosstalk. 
Consider the case in which a tuneable optical filter is used to select a single channel 
among the N channels incident on it. If the optical filter is set to pass the mth channel, 
the optical power reaching the photo-detector can be written as 
∑ ≠+=
N
mn nmnm
PTPP where mP is the power in the mth channel and mnT is the filter 
transmittivity for channel n when channel m is selected. Crosstalk occurs if 
0≠mnT for mn ≠ . It is called out-of-band crosstalk because it belongs to the channels 
lying outside the spectral band occupied by the channel detected. Its incoherent nature 
is also apparent from the fact that it depends only on the power of the neighbouring 
channels. 
To evaluate the impact of such crosstalk on system performance, one should consider 
the power penalty, defined as the additional power required at the receiver to 
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counteract the effect of crosstalk. The photocurrent generated in response to the 
incident optical power is given by 
Xchn
N
mn mnnmm
IIPTRPRI +≡+= ∑ ≠       (5.2) 
where mmm hvqR η= is the photo-detector responsivity for channel m at the optical 
frequency mv and mη is the quantum efficiency. The second term XI in Eq. (5.2) 
denotes the crosstalk contribution to the receiver current I . Its value depends on the 
bit pattern and becomes maximum when all interfering channels carry 1 bit 
simultaneously (the worst case). 
A simple approach to calculating the crosstalk power penalty is based on the eye 
closure occurring as a result of the crosstalk [112]. The eye closes most in the worst 
case for which XI is maximum. In practice, chI is increased to maintain the system 
performance. If chI needs to be increased be a factor of Xδ , the peak current 
corresponding to the top of the eye is XchX III += δ1 . The decision threshold is set 
at 21II D = . The eye opening from DI to the top level would be maintained at its 
original value 2chI  if: 
( ) ( ) chXchXXXchX IIIIII 2
1
2
1
=+−−+ δδ       (5.3) 
or when chXX II+= 1δ . The quantity Xδ is just the power penalty for the mth 
channel. By using XI and chI from Eq. (5.2), Xδ can be written (in dB) as: 








=
∑ ≠
mm
N
mn nmnn
X PR
PTR
_1log10 10δ       (5.4) 
where the powers correspond to their on-state values. If the peak power is assumed to 
be the same for all channels, the crosstalk penalty becomes power independent. 
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Further, if the photo-detector responsivity is nearly the same for all 
channels ( )nm RR ≈ , Xδ is well approximated by: 
( )XX +≈ 1log10 10δ                    (5.5) 
where ∑ ≠=
N
mn mn
TX is a measure of the out-of-band crosstalk; it represents the 
fraction of total power leaked into a specific channel from all other channels. The 
numerical value of X depends on the transmission characteristics of the specific 
optical filter. For a FP filter, X can be obtained in a closed form [114]. 
The preceding analysis of crosstalk penalty is based on the eye closure rather than the 
BER. One can obtain an expression for the BER if XI is treated as a random variable 
in Eq. (5.2). The BER is given by Eq. (5.6) with the on and off state currents given by 
Xch III +=1 and XII =0 if we assume that 0=chI in the off state [113].  
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The decision threshold is set at ( ) 21 XII chD += , which corresponds to the worst-
case situation in which all neighbouring channels are in the on state. The final BER is 
obtained by averaging over the distribution of the random variable XI . The 
distribution of XI  has been calculated for a FP filter and is generally far from being 
Gaussian. The crosstalk power penalty Xδ can be calculated by finding the increase in 
chI needed to maintain a certain value of BER. 
5.3.2 Homo-wavelength Linear Crosstalk 
Homo-wavelength or in-band crosstalk results from WDM components used for 
routing and switching along an optical network and has been of concern since the 
advent of WDM systems [115]-[117]. Its origin can be understood by considering a 
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static wavelength router such as a WGR Fig. 5.4.  For an NN ×  router, there exist 
2N combinations through which N -wavelength WDM signals can be split. Consider 
the output at one wavelength, say mλ . Among the 12 −N interfering signals that can 
accompany the desired signal, 1−N signals have the carrier wavelength mλ , while the 
remaining ( )1−NN belong different carrier wavelengths and likely to be eliminated as 
they pass through other WDM components.  
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Figure 5.4 Schematic illustration of a wavelength router 
 
The 1−N  crosstalk signals at the same wavelength (in-band crosstalk) originate from 
incomplete filtering through a waveguide-grating router (WGR) because of its 
partially overlapping transmission peaks [35]. The total optical field, including only 
the in-band crosstalk, can be written as [117]: 
( ) ( ) ( ),exp tiEEtE mN mn nmm ω−+= ∑ ≠       (5.7) 
where mE is the desired signal and mm c λpiω 2= . The coherent nature of the in-band 
crosstalk is obvious from Eq. (5.7). 
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To see the impact of in-band crosstalk on system performance, the power penalty 
should be again considered. The receiver current ( ) 2tERI m= in this case contains 
interference or beat terms similar to the case of optical amplifier. One can indentify 
two types of beat terms; signal-crosstalk beating with terms like nm EE and crosstalk-
crosstalk beating with terms like nk EE , where nk ≠ and nm ≠ .  The latter terms are 
negligible in practice and can be ignored. The receiver current is then given 
approximately as [118]: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]tttPtPtRPtI nmN mn nmm φφ −+≈ ∑ ≠ cos2     (5.8) 
where 2nn EP = is the power and ( )tnφ is the phase. In practice mn PP 〈〈 for 
nm ≠ because a WGR is built to reduce the crosstalk. Since phases are likely to 
fluctuate randomly, we can write Eq. (5.8) as ( ) ( )PPRtI m ∆+= .  
The calculation of crosstalk penalty in the case of dynamic wavelength routing 
through optical cross-connects becomes quite complicated because of a large number 
of crosstalk elements that a signal can pass through in such WDM networks [119]. 
The worst case analysis predicts a large power penalty (>3dB) when the number of 
crosstalk elements becomes more than 25 even if the crosstalk level of each 
component is only -40dB [120]. Clearly, the linear crosstalk is of primary concern in 
the design of WDM networks and should be controllable. A simple technique consists 
of modulating or scrambling the laser phase at the transmitter at a frequency much 
larger than the laser line-width [120].  
5.3.3 Cross Phase Modulation 
The SPM and XPM both affect the performance of WDM systems. The effects SPM 
applied to the individual channels of a WDM system. The phenomenon of XPM is an 
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important mechanism of nonlinear crosstalk in WDM lightwave systems. XPM 
originates from the intensity dependence of the refractive index, which produces as 
intensitive-dependent phase shift as a signal propagates through the optical fibre. The 
phase shift for a specific channel depends not only on the power of that channel but 
also on the power of other channels [121]. The total phase shift for the jth channel is 
given by:  
( )
m
N
jmj
NL
j PP ∑ ≠+= 2α
γφ        (5.9)  
where the first term is due SPM and effL has been replaced with α1  assuming 1〉〉Lα . 
The parameter γ is in the range 11101 −−− kmW depending on the type fibre used, larger 
values occurring for dispersion compensating fibres. The nonlinear phase shift 
depends on the bit pattern of various channels and varies from zero to its maximum 
value ( )( ) jPN 12max −= αγφ for N channels, if we assume equal channel powers. 
Strictly speaking, the XPM induced phase shifts not affect system performance if the 
GVD effects were negligible. However, any dispersion in fibre converts pattern 
dependent phase shifts to power fluctuations, reducing the SNR at the receiver. This 
conversion can be understood by noting that time-dependant phase changes lead to 
frequency chirping that affects dispersion induced broadening of the signal. The root 
mean square (RMS) value of fluctuations depends on the channel power and can be 
reduced by lowering it. As a rough estimate if we use the condition 1max 〈φ , the channel 
power is restricted to:  
( )[ ]12 −〈 NPch γα         (5.10) 
For typical value of α andγ , chP should be below 10mW even for five channels and 
reduces to below 1mW fro more than 50 channels. 
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The preceding analysis provides only a rough estimate as it ignores the fact that pulses 
belonging to different channels travel at different speeds and walk through each other 
at a rate that depends on their wavelength difference. Since XPM can occur only when 
pulses overlap in the time domain, its impact is reduced considerably by the walk-off 
effects. As a faster-moving pulse belonging to one channel collides with and passes 
through a specific pulse in another channel, the XPM induced chirp shifts the pulse 
spectrum first toward red and then toward blue. In a lossless fibre, collisions of two 
pulses are perfectly symmetric, resulting in no net spectral shift at the end of the 
collision. In a loss managed system with optical amplifiers placed periodically along 
the link, power variations make collisions between pulses of different channels 
asymmetric, resulting in a net frequency shift that depends on the channel spacing. 
Such frequency shifts lead to timing jitter (the speed of a channel depends on its 
frequency because of GVD) since their magnitude depends on the bit pattern as well 
as on the channel wavelengths. The combination of XPM induced amplitude and 
timing jitter degrades the SNR at the receiver, especially for closely spaced channels, 
and leads to XPM induced power penalty that depends on channels spacing and the 
type of fibres used for the WDM link. The power penalty increases for fibres with 
large GVD and for WDM systems designed with small channel spacing and can 
exceed 5 dB even for 100 GHz spacing. 
Clearly, the use of low GVD fibres will reduce this problem to some extend but is not 
practical because of the onset of FWM. In practice, dispersion management is 
employed in virtually all WDM systems such that the local dispersion is relatively 
large. Careful selection of the dispersion map parameters may help from the XPM 
standpoint but may not be optimum from the SPM point of view [122]. A simple 
approach to XPM suppression consists of introducing relative time delays among the 
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WDM channels after each map period such that the “1” bits in neighbouring channels 
are unlikely to overlap most of the time [123]. The use of RZ format is quite helpful 
in this context because all 1 bits occupy only a fraction of the bit slot.  
5.3.4 Four Wave Mixing 
The nonlinear phenomenon of FWM requires phase matching. It becomes a major 
source of nonlinear crosstalk whenever the channel spacing and fibre dispersion are 
small enough to satisfy the phase matching condition approximately [121]. This is the 
case when a WDM system operates close to the zero dispersion wavelength of 
dispersion shifted fibres. For this reason, several techniques have been developed for 
reducing the impact of FWM in WDM systems [124]. 
The physical origin of FWM induced crosstalk and the resulting system degradation 
can be understood by noting that FWM generates a new wave at the 
frequency kjiijk ωωωω −+= , whenever three waves at frequencies iω , jω , and kω co-
propagate inside the fibre. For an N -channel system, i , j , and k can vary from 1 
to N , resulting in a large combination of new frequencies generated by FWM. In the 
case of equally spaced channels, the new frequencies coincide with the existing 
frequencies, leading to coherent in-band crosstalk. When channels are not equally 
spaced, most FWM components fall in between the channels and lead to incoherent 
out-of-band crosstalk. In both cases, the system performance is degraded because of a 
loss in the channel power, but the coherent crosstalk degrades system performance 
much more severely. 
The FWM process in optical fibres is governed by a set of four coupled equations 
whose general solution requires a numerical approach [121]. If we neglect the phase 
shifts induced by SPM and XPM, assume that the three channels participating in the 
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FWM process remain nearly undepleted, and include fibre losses, the amplitude FA of 
the FWM component at the frequency Fω is governed by: 
( )kziAAAdA
dz
dA
kjiFF
F ∆−+−= ∗ exp
2
γα     (5.11) 
where ( ) ( ) ( )2exp0 zAzA mm α−= for kjim ,,= and ijFd δ−= 2 is the degeneracy 
factor defined such that its value is 1 when ji = but doubles when ji ≠ . This 
equation can be easily integrated to obtain ( )zAF . The power transferred to the FWM 
component in a fibre of length L is given by [125]: 
 
( ) ( ) LkjiFFFF ePPPLdLAP αγη −== 22      (5.12) 
where ( ) 20mm AP = is the launched power in the mth channel and Fη is a measure of 
the FWM efficiency defined as: 
( )[ ]
( )
2
exp1
Lki
Lki
F ∆+
∆+−−
=
α
αη        (5.13) 
The FWM efficiency Fη depends on the channel spacing through the phase mismatch 
governed by: 
( )( )kjkijikFk ωωωωβββββ −−≈−−+=∆ 2     (5.14) 
where the propagation constants were expanded in a Taylor series around 
( ) 2jic ωωω += and 2β is the GVD parameter at that frequency. If the GVD of the 
transmission fibre is relatively large, ( kmps 22 5〉β ), Fη nearly vanishes for typical 
channel spacing of 50GHz or more. In contrast, 1≈Fη close to the zero dispersion 
wavelength of the fibre, resulting in considerable power in the FWM component, 
especially at high channel powers. In the case of equal channel powers, FP increases 
as 3chP . This cubic dependence of the FWM component limits the channel powers to 
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below 1mW if FWM is nearly phase matched. Since the number of FWM components 
for an M -channel WDM system increases as ( ) 212 −MM , the total power in all FW 
components can be quite large. 
A simple scheme for reducing the FWM induced degradation consists of designing 
WDM systems with unequal channel spacing [126]. The main impact of FWM in this 
case is to reduce the channel power. This power depletion results in a power penalty 
that is relatively small compared with the case of the advantage of unequal channel 
spacing. In a 1999 experiment, this technique was used to transmit 22 channels, each 
operating at 10 Gb/s, over 320 km of dispersion shifted fibre with 80km amplifier 
spacing. Channel spacing ranged from 125 to 275 GHz in the 1532 to 1562 nm 
wavelength region and were determined using a periodic allocation scheme [127]. The 
zero dispersion wavelength of the fibre was close to 1548nm, resulting in near phase 
matching of many FWM components. Nonetheless, the system performed quite well 
with less than 1.5 dB power penalty for all channels. 
The use of non-uniform channel spacing is not always practical because many WDM 
components, such as optical filters and waveguide grating routers, require equal 
channel spacing. The use of dispersion management is common for suppressing FWM 
in WDM systems because of its practical simplicity. In fact, new kinds of fibres, 
called nonzero dispersion shifted fibres (NZDSFs), were designed and marketed after 
the advent of WDM systems. Typically, GVD is in the range of 4-8 ps/(km-nm) in 
such fibres to ensure that the FWM induced crosstalk is minimized [113]. 
5.4 Simulation Procedure 
This section explains the simulation procedure of the WDM with four channels for 
four different modulation scheme, BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM which the 
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overall block diagram has been shown in Fig 5.5. The four RF modulated light signals 
are multiplexed with the 100 GHz spacing in 1550 nm range. The multiplexed signals 
after passing through 50 km SMF and amplifier with a gain of 20 dB is demultiplexed 
and then demodulated. Finally, the system quality is assessed by means of the BER 
and the constellation visualizer.  
 
Figure 5.5 WDM block diagram with four different modulations 
5.4.1 Transmission Block Diagrams 
The BPSK and QPSK transmission block diagram are shown in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7 
respectively.  
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Figure 5.6 BPSK modulation transmission signal block diagram 
 
 
Figure 5.7 QPSK modulation transmission signal block diagram 
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Parameter for the bit rate, order, number of leading and trailing zeros used PRBS. The 
sequence length is defined by: 
 
rW BTN =                                                                                                      (5.15) 
 
WT  is the global parameter time window and rB  is the parameter bit rate. 
The phase of the transmitting information signal can vary by PSK sequence generator 
according to the source symbols. The phase values are taken from the set of angles:  
( ) Mii
Mi
,...2,1,12 =





+−= φpiϕ       (5.16) 
where hM 2= the number of is possible sequence of binary digits, and h is the 
number of bits per symbol, and φ is the phase offset. The in-phase and the quadrature-
channel will have amplitudes according to:  
            (5.17)  
( ) MiQ ii ,...2,1,sin == ϕ        (5.18) 
With using Gray code, the adjacent signal amplitudes that correspond to the binary 
sequences will differ by only one digit. 
This model generates pulses according to: 
( ) TtItI koutk <≤=− 0,                  (5.19) 
( ) TtQtQ koutk <≤=− 0,                   (5.20) 
where kI  and kQ  are the amplitudes of the output signals k and T is the bit period.  
Assuming 0=φ , if 1=h , 2=M , then the generated signal is BPSK (Fig.5.6) and if 
2=h , 4=M , then the generated signal is QPSK (Fig.5.7). Then the M-ary pulse 
generator model generates pulses according to [39]: 
( ) MiI ii ,...2,1,cos == ϕ
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where inv is the input M-ary, a is the linear gain, and b is the parameter bias. ct is the 
duty cycle, and 1t is the pulse position. 
The I and Q  signals will pass through a quadrature modulator which implements a 
quadrature analogue amplitude modulator the output signal is modulated according to: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] btftQtftIGtv ccccout ++−+= φpiφpi 2sin2cos    (5.22) 
where I and Q are the input electrical signals, G is the parameter gain, b is the bias, 
cf is the carrier frequency, and cφ is the phase of the carrier, which WiMAX system is 
considered in here as an example and the carrier frequency is 3.55 GHz . 
Finally the modulated signal externally modulated by the CW laser using MZM, 
which is an intensity modulator based on an interferometric principle. It consists of 
two 3 dB couplers which are connected by two waveguides of equal length. By means 
of an electro-optic effect, an externally applied voltage can be used to vary the 
refractive indices in the waveguide branches. The different paths can lead to 
constructive and destructive interference at the output, depending on the applied 
voltage. Then the output intensity can be modulated according to the voltage. 
The equations that describe the behaviour of the MZM are [141]: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )tjttEtE inout φθ ∆∆= .exp.cos.      (5.23) 
where ( )tθ∆ is the phase difference between the two branches and is defined as:  
( ) ( )( )( )5.0.5.0.
2
−−=∆ tModulationERt piθ      (5.24) 






−=
extrat
ER 1arctan.41
pi
     (5.25) 
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and ϕ∆ is the signal phase change defined as: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )SF
SF
tSCt
−
+∆=∆
1
1
.. θϕ      (5.26) 
Where the parameter SC is -1 if negative signal chirp is true, or 1 if negative signal 
chirp is false. extract is the extinction ratio, SF is the symmetry factor, and 
modulation(t) is the electrical input signal. The electrical input signal is normalized 
between 0 and 1.  
Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9 are shown the QAM 16-QAM and 64-QAM transmission block 
diagram, respectively.  
 
Figure 5.8 16-QAM modulation transmission signal block diagram 
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Figure 5.9 64-QAM modulation transmission signal block diagram 
 
The procedure is the same as BPSK and QPSK except the QAM sequence generator, 
which the bit sequence is split into two parallel subsequence, each can be transmitted 
in two quadrature carriers when building a QAM modulator. This is achieved by using 
a serial to parallel converter. The amplitude of the transmitting information signal can 
vary by QAM sequence generator according to the source symbols. For each output 
port, the amplitude takes one of the values from the set of amplitudes: 
( ) MiMia ,...,2,1,121 =−−=       where    22hM =      (5.27) 
The equivalent QAM set is given by the square of M . This means: If 4=h , 4=M , 
then we have a 16-QAM (Fig.5.8) , and if 6=h , 8=M , then we have a 64-QAM 
(Fig.5.9). 
These signals are used to indirectly modulate four CW laser via a MZM to convert 
electrical signal to it optical version. CW Laser 1, operating at 193.1 THz wavelength 
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( 1λ ), CW Laser 2, operating at 193.2 THz wavelength ( 2λ ), CW Laser 3, operating at 
193.3 THz wavelength ( 3λ ), and CW Laser 4, operating at 193.4 THz wavelength 
( 4λ )   are multiplexed and transported to the fibre. Four CW lasers were all generating 
optical signals with 10 mW output power.  
5.4.2 Receiver Block Diagrams 
Figures 5.10-13 show BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64 QAM receiver block diagrams.  
The combined optical electric field is then converted to optical power. The electrical 
current at the output of photo detector is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tititititi shdths +++=       (5.28) 
where ( )tis is the photo current and calculated from the responsivity r: 
( ) ( )trPti ss =          (5.29) 
where ( )tith is the thermal noise current calculated from the power spectral density 
defined by the parameter thermal noise, and di is the dark current. 
The shot noise current ( )tish is calculated according to the power spectral density: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∞
∞−
=+ dfiffStiti Sss τpiτ 2exp      (5.30) 
where angle brackets denote an ensemble average over fluctuations. The spectral 
density of shot noise ( )fSS  is constant. 
After the PIN diode the 2nd order Bessel filter have the following transfer function: 
( ) ( )sB
d
sH
N
0α=         (5.31) 
where α is the parameter insertion loss, N  is the parameter order, and  
( )
!2
!2
0 N
Nd N=          (5.32) 
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Being a normalizing constant and ( )sBN an nth-order Bessel polynomial of the form: 
( ) ∑
=
=
N
k
k
kN sdsB
0
           (5.33) 
where: 
( )
( )!!.2
!2
kNk
kNd kNk
−
−
=
−
        (5.34) 
and 






=
c
W
f
fjs b           (5.35) 
where cf is the filter cut off frequency defined by the parameter frequency and is 3750 
MHz and 
bWf denotes the normalized 3dB bandwidth and can be approximated by: 
( ) 2ln.12 −≈ Nf
bW            (5.36) 
To implement an analog demodulator a carrier generator is used to generate Q and I 
quadrature components. The output signal is demodulated according to:  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )thtftGvtv lowccinI ∗+= φpi2cos        (5.37) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )thtftGvtv lowccinQ ∗+−= φpi2sin      (5.38) 
where ( )tvin is the input electrical signal, G is the parameter gain here is two.  WiMAX 
system is considered in here as an example and cf , carrier frequency is 3550 MHz.  
cφ is the phase of the carrier, and lowh is the time response of the low pass filter.  
M-ary threhold detector compares the electrical signal at a user-defined decision 
instant with a list of threshold levels. The comparison generates an index used to 
generate the output amplitude. 
With PSK sequence decoder we can vary the phase of a signal according to the source 
symbols. The phase values are taken from the set of angles: 
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( ) Mii
Mi
,...,2,1,12 =





+−= φpiϕ           where hM 2=    (5.39) 
where h is the number of bits per symbol and is equal to 1 and 2 for BPSK (Fig.5.10) 
and for QPSK (Fig.5.11), respectively and φ is the phase offset. The in-phase and the 
quadrature channel will have amplitudes according to: 
( ) MiI ii ,...,2,1,cos == ϕ      (5.40) 
( ) MiQ ii ,...,2,1,sin == ϕ      (5.41) 
The PSK detector will calculate the value of i for the phase of each signal input k : 






−
k
k
k I
Q
arctanϕ      (5.42) 
( ) 1
2
+
−
=
pi
ϕϕ Mi k      (5.43) 
and convert the values of i to the equivalent binary sequence. 
In the QAM sequence decoder, the bit sequence is split into two parallel 
subsequences, each can be transmitted in two quadrature carriers when building a 
QAM modulator. This is achieved by using a serial to parallel converter. When 
transmitting information, the amplitude of a signal can be varied according to the 
source symbols. For each output port, the value of the amplitude takes value from the 
set of amplitudes: 
( ) MiMia ,...,2,1,121 =−−=  where 22hM =    (5.44) 
The equivalent QAM set is given by the square of M . This means; 
if 4=h , 4=M then it provides 16-QAM (Fig.5.12), and if 6=h , 8=M then we have 
64-QAM (Fig.5.13). 
The QAM decoder calculates the value of i for the amplitude of each signal input k  is 
given by:  
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( ) 21 Mai k ++−         (5.45) 
The SC values of i  are then converted to at equivalent binary sequence.  
 
Figure 5.10 BPSK demodulator receiver signal block diagram 
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Figure 5.11 QPSK demodulator receiver signal block diagram 
 
Figure 5.12 16-QAM demodulator receiver signal block diagram 
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Figure 5.13 64-QAM demodulator receiver signal block diagram 
5.5 Simulation Results 
This section discusses the simulation results for the constellation and the eye diagrams 
for BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM. Also discussed is the crosstalk between 
the channels. Figure 5.14 (a) and (b) show the constellation point and eye diagrams 
for BPSK demodulator, respectively, where the EVM is less than 3.5%.  
    
 (a)                                                                  (b) 
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Figure 5.14 (a) BPSK constellation point diagram Figure, and (b) BPSK eye 
diagram 
 
Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) show the constellation point and eye diagrams for QPSK 
demodulator, respectively, where the EVM is less than 3.7%.  
         
 (a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 5.15 (a) QPSK constellation point diagram, and (b) QPSK eye diagram 
 
Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) show the constellation point and eye diagrams for 16-QAM 
demodulator, respectively, where the EVM is less than 4.2%. 
        
 (a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 5.16 (a) 16-QAM constellation point diagram, and (b) 16-QAM eye 
diagram 
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Figure 5.17 (a) and (b) show the constellation point and eye diagrams for 64-QAM 
demodulator, respectively, where the EVM is less than 4.5%.  
      
 
(a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 5.17 (a) 64-QAM constellation point diagram, and (b) 64-QAM eye 
diagram 
 
Table 5.2 shows the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) at each channel. Almost all 
the channels have the same OSNR at 50 dB.  
 
Table 5.2 WDM OSNR 
 
Frequency (THz) Signal Power 
(dBm) 
Noise Power 
(dBm) 
OSNR (dB) 
193.1 16.84 -33.98 50.81 
193.2 16.88 -33.97 50.85 
193.3 17.46 -33.97 51.43 
193.4 16.84 -33.97 50.81 
 
Figure 5.18 (a-e) illustrate the spectrum of the four channels before and after 
demultiplexer. Figure 5.18 (a) illustrates the four channel at 193.1, 193.2, 193.3, and 
193.4 THz before demultiplexing. In Fig 5.18 (b) the isolation of channel 1 at 193.1 
THz with respect to other channel is illustrated, where the isolation between the 
channel 1 and channel 2 is about 50 dB but this isolation is around 60 dB for channel 
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3 and 70 dB for channel 4. Figure 5.18 (c) illustrates the channel isolation  between 
channel 2 and the others, where the isolation of channel 2 with the adjacent channels 
are close to 50 dB and with channel 4 is around 60 dB. The isolation for channel 3 and 
channel 4 are shown in Fig 5.18 (d) and (e) which are the same as Figs (c) and (b) 
respectively. The conclusion is that the isolation become higher as getting further 
away from the original signal 
 
(a) 
 
(b)                                                             (c) 
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 (d)                                                             (e) 
Figure 5.18 (a) Four channels WDM before multiplexing (b) channel 1 at 193.1 
THz after demultiplexing (c) channel 2 at 193.2 THz after demultiplexing (d) 
channel 3 at 193.3 THz after demultiplexing, and (e) channel 4 at 193.4 THz after 
demultiplexing  
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5.6 Linearization Performance in WDM System 
This section explains the simulation procedure of the WDM with four channels for 
four different modulation scheme, BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM which the 
overall block diagram has been shown in Fig. 5.19. Feedforward linearization 
technique is implemented to the WDM system. The four RF modulated light signals 
are multiplexed with the 100 GHz spacing in 1550 nm range. The multiplexed signals 
after passing through 50 km SMF and amplifier with a gain of 20 dB is demultiplexed 
and then demodulated. Finally, the system quality is assessed by means of the BER 
and the constellation visualizer.  
 
 
Figure 5.19 WDM block diagram with four different modulations and 
feedforward linearization 
5.7 Simulation Results 
It can be seen that without the feedforward linearization there is FWM caused by the 
two high power input signals modulating Laser 1 and Laser 2. With feedforward 
linearization, FWM is reduced by more than 29 dB. 
The simulated spectra of the four modulated RF signal indirectly modulated signal 
with and without the linearizer are shown in Fig.5.20.  
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  In Figs.5.20 (a) and (b), the carrier average power is the same in both spectrum (16 
dBm), and the IMD is -11 dBc/Hz without the linearizer and -40 dBc/Hz with the 
linearizer, respectively. An IMD improvement of 29 dB is observed. A comparison 
between Fig.5.20 (a) and (b) show that there is no power penalty for transmission.   
 
(a) 
 
 (b) 
Figure 5.20 (a): Signal spectrum before linearization, and (b): signal spectrum 
after linearization 
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5.8 Summary 
This chapter described a brief introduction of WDM lightwave system and optical 
networks such as wide area, metro area, and multi access WDM networks. Then the 
WDM system performance issues briefly was explained such as hetero wavelength 
linear cross talk, homo wavelength linear cross talk, cross phase modulation, and four 
wave mixing. The multi modulation (i.e. BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM) 
system over fibre simulation model with the use of WDM was explained with the 
detail block diagram in transmitter and receiver for each modulation. The simulation 
results have been discussed base on the constellation point, eye diagram, OSNR, and 
spectrum for four channels. Finally the feedforward linearization technique was 
applied to this system which improved the harmonic distortion more than 29 dBc/Hz.    
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CHAPTER 6 
Conclusion  
 
6.1 Conclusion 
The investigation of a radio-over-fibre distribution system with feed-forward and 
Predistortion feedback linearization of semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) for 
communication systems has been proposed. The simulation verified these two 
linearization techniques for single tone direct modulation, two tone indirect 
modulation and ultra wideband input to the optical fibre. These techniques uses the 
ASE noise reduction in two loops of SOA by a feed-forward and Predistortion 
linearizer and is shown more than 6dB improvement. Also it was investigated 
linearization for the SOA amplifier to cancel out the third order harmonics or inter-
modulation distortion (IMD) or four waves mixing. In this project, two channels have 
been used and have seen more than 20 dB reductions in the spectral re-growth caused 
by the SOA. Amplifier non-linearity becomes more severe with two strong input 
channels leading to inter-channel distortion which can completely mask a third 
adjacent channel. A reduction of 20 dB in inter-modulation distortion was achieved 
with the feed-forward and Predistortion compensation. The simulations were 
performed utilizing optimum settings for the variable gain, phase and delay 
components in the error correction loop of the feed-forward and Predistortion systems 
and hence represent the ideal situation of a perfect feed-forward and Predistortion 
system. Therefore it should be consider that complexity of circuit will increased due 
to imperfect amplitude, phase and delay matches in practical design.  It was also 
shown that the WDM architecture allows efficient distribution of signals from the 
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central station to the base stations and vice versa. The limitation of transmission 
distance for optical feed-forward and Predistortion transmitters are overcome. The 
results suggest that Feedforward and Predistortion linearization allows successful 
transmission of multiple channels in a wireless-over-fibre system. 
6.2 Future Work 
The performance of the RoF access network using Software Defined Radio (SDR) in 
a central base station (CBS) is one of the most demanded technologies in the next 
generation mobile communication. The relation between RoF and SDR technologies 
mainly concerns the infrastructure part of the current and future standards radio access 
networks. For the deployment of current and the future radio access networks, new 
technologies like RoF and SDR can be used to allow faster routing of new services, 
simultaneous provisioning of different radio standards and flexible migration to the 
future radio air interfaces. Innovative Research, development and proof of concept 
will be sought in an end-to-end aspect, stretching from user device all the way up to 
base station end. System will provide a complete set of simulation to associated 
executable environments for multiple air interfaces which will yield to flexible and 
scalable infrastructure that optimize resource usage.  
Here explained is a design of inter-working between wired and wireless as shown in 
Fig.6.1. Enabling a design to operate on multiple air interfaces will open up new 
issues for future research on mobility management across different networks.   
The key enabler is all RF transport technology that delivers the full benefits of SDR to 
all points within urban, suburban and rural service areas. This solution is an 
application of the Outdoor Long Range Coverage Solution and Indoor Short Range 
Coverage Solution that are in use today in traditional base stations [140]. 
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To meet the explosive demands of high-capacity and broadband wireless access, 
increase in the number of cells and utilization of higher frequency bands are proposed 
which leads to a large number of base stations (BSs) to be deployed; therefore, cost 
effective BS development is a key to success in the market. In order to reduce the 
system cost, HFR technology has been proposed since it provides functionally using 
simple remote antenna units (RAU) that are interconnected to a central base station 
(BS) via an optical fibre. 
1λ
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nf
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Units
RF to Optic
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Interference
1λ
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2λ
12 +nλ
3λ
0λ
n2λ
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Figure 6.1 End-end network model 
 
For long distance wired communication the fibre causes dispersion and needed for the 
amplifier, which add non-linearity to the system. The solution to this problem is to 
implement the linearization technique. But precise control is required for the each 
wavelength. 
To serve users in the order of hundreds/thousands, an area of 5- 10 square miles need 
to be covered which can’t be served from one split point. That is why; multiple split 
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points in the architecture is needed thus leading to a multistage design. Two possible 
architectures; Star and Ring are shown in Fig.6.2-3 respectively.  
The first structure is star topology, which has easier implementation but less coverage 
and consists of three major parts as is shown in Fig. 6.11. First the remote antenna 
unit (RAU) which has multi band antenna to cover all appropriate frequency bands 
and the electro-absorption modulator to convert the electrical to optical signal and 
vice versa. Optical part is the next block in the star topology which the main 
components are multiplexer, demultiplexer and optical amplifier, which has been 
explained in the previous chapter. Finally the base station which consist of detector to 
detect the optical signal, tuneable laser and the RF circuitry (filter, amplifier, LNA, 
and so on), also this part has been described in chapter 5. In up link each RAU 
dedicate a wavelength to the multiple arrival frequency. This signal is sent to the 
multiplexer and then to the optical amplifier. The amplified signal is fed to the 
demultiplexer and then to the detector. Finally the electrical detected signal is filtered, 
to distinguish the different frequency band and down conversion to the intermediate 
frequency. For the down link the process is established in the reverse direction as 
shown in Fig. 6.2.  
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Figure 6.2 RoF system design for up/down link (star topology) 
 
The alternative structure is ring topology, by increasing demand on bandwidth, force 
the service providers to the development of the re-configurability of optical network 
mainly relies on the integration of Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer 
(ROADM) modules, which the simulation model has been shown in the next section. 
A reconfigurable device such as, ROADM can be defined as an optical module 
capable of adding/dropping, or passing through (express) any or all wavelengths 
present in the Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) signal. ROADM offers pay-
as-you grow capability and flexibility on the provisioning of wavelengths regardless 
of how the network changes. It effectively alleviates the need for service provisioning 
when new services are added to the network and offers absolute flexibility to the 
service providers. By using ROADMs, carriers can achieve re-configurability on 
wavelengths in every corner of their optical network – starting from the core to the 
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small home network. They would be able to control any set of wavelengths to be 
added/dropped or forwarded to any part of their network.  
Figure 6.3 is shown the design of a ring architecture which has N number of downlink 
(DL) wavelengths, and N number of uplink (UL) wavelengths. One OADM node 
consists of a DL, and an UL thus making a total of 20 nodes channel in the network. 
These 20 nodes channel are distributed in two route one as a main the other as 
diversity. Each RAU with the dedicated wave length will transmit to or receive from 
the assigned OADM node pair (main and diversity).  
 
 
Figure 6.3 HFR system design for up/down link (ring topology) 
 
Currently, there are ten’s of Wireless air interfaces available in global wireless 
communication world. Each air interface has benefits and drawbacks depending on 
their application scenario. Here the converge is not only the current but also the 
legacy and next generation radio interfaces to enhance the over all system efficiency 
in terms of ‘best connected and reconfigurable QoS, also the low cost, fast data 
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transmission on end user demand, 90% of service providers have their backbone 
based on optical fibre. Optical fibre provides huge bandwidth and also higher capacity 
to transmit. Fibre has a dedicated power source so by deploying several low cost and 
simple RAU will result in less power transmission for wireless devices to access 
points (RAU). Instead of transmitting data to a base station that could be at a distance 
of 2 Km, devices can transmit it to nearest installed RAU and save huge battery power 
saving.  
The main task is to develop a simulation model with different modulation, which will 
facilitate the use of an important technology in the next generation systems with the 
use of ROADM topology. Previous chapter has described the WDM for different 
modulation scheme by the use of the star topology.    
. 
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